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The idea of being attended by invisible guardian spirits has a wrong action for the world, yet in spite of all her efforts to in precisely the same manner as described by the child. This no longer cast their shade over the little portico where my
do right, never elicited even an approving smile ; whose very visitation seemed to answer the intended purpose, viz., that of uncle used to sit of an evening. The soft and mellow tones
been familiar to me since my earliest recollection.
blunders
(the result of over-eagerness to please) were al ameliorating the condition of the poor child, who was soon of his flute no longer echoed along the valley. That chival
Like the footfall of thought in the halls of the soul,
ways imputed to willfulness or stupidity, never uttering one after provided with a pair of shoes, and no longer sent out rous and kindly spirit had passed away in his early prime ’
Like the evening of twilight upon me it stole,
REMINISCENCES OF EARLY CHILDHOOD;
word of reproach, yet pining wearily, day by day, for affection nailed in the cold to pen the fold at night.
Like the music of wings it filled all the air,
The convivial habits of the age and neighborhood in which he
OR, S P IR IT U A L U N F O L D IN G S .
And I knew in my soul that a Spirit was there.
and sympathy, till there seemed less of misery in the wide
Whoever may peruse these pages, let them see to it that lived had introduced him to an acquaintance with that subtile
BY MRS. S. S. SMITH.
they darken not the light of happiness in the heart of a child, element “ which giveth its color in the cup.” There was no
Often have I lain for hours, hidden in the tall grass, with world than in her single heart.
“
For their angels do always behold the face of our Father “ Father Mathew” to extend to him the “ redeeming pledge.”
Strange
as
it
may
seem,
those
friends
who
had
the
charge
my face upturned to the sky, dreaming sweet and beautiful
C H A PT E R I.
who
is in heaven.” It is a fearful thing to lay upon the young He awoke in time to save the residue of the paternal acres
of
me,
who
were
naturally
kind-hearted
people,
had
not
the
“ Fifty years hence, and who will think of Henry ?” Thus dreams of heaven, and of the Sinless One who inhabiteth
breast
the burden of over much sorrow, when the simple fact and ere his fine moral sense had become sensibly impaired by
least
idea
of
my
peculiar
temperament
and
disposition.
They
questioned a gloriously gifted child of genius and of song, who, eternity, and the holy angels who, I fancied, looked down upon
simply regarded me as an incumbrance upon their time and of existence should be, at this tender age, the outbreathings its paralyzing influence, consumption had set its seal upon his
me
from
the
sky.
I
never
communicated
these
vague
and
at the early age of one-and-twenty, sank into the grave, the
stalwart and noble form. “ Bury me not,” said he, “ beside my
patience. They paused not to reflect that they were account of a hymn of divinest harmony.
victim of consumption, with his aspirations of fame all unful happy fancies to any one. I seemed to have two separate
revered parents ; I am not worthy to slumber by their side.”
able
for
the
effect
of
the
aridity
and
isolation
deepening
inces
existences.
These
belonged
to
my
soul-life,
and
were
hidden
filled. But he is not forgotten ! More than fifty years have
They made his grave, according to his request, on the summit
CHA PTER II.
rolled .away, yet there are some who still “ think of H enry!” away, to be resumed when the soul, or spiritual part of my santly in the heart of the child, who supposed that the want
of
a beautiful cone-shaped hill, and people wondered and mused
of
affection
on
their
part
was
owing
entirely
to
the
want
of
at
Many people ridicule the supposed absurdity of regarding
T he desire of being remembered when we shall have passed being, assumed the ascendancy, and marshaled around her the
that
one so indulgent and charitable to others should be so
tractiveness
in
herself.
Yet
she
was
not
uncared
for.
Her
dreams as foreshadowing coming events. I am free to admit
away, is a sentiment familiar to every human breast. With satellites of thought from the realm of mind. I was ever an
unforgiving
to himself. The solemn moonlight illuminated
guardian
angel
was
ever
nigh
to
prevent
the
intrusion
of
jeal
ardent
but
silent
worshiper
of
beauty.
I
remember
the
mo
that I believe myself to have been thus forewarned of many
some this desire is far more keenly felt than with others.
the
sod
as
I knelt to implore a requiescat over his grave.
ous
or
revengeful
thoughts.
Being
left
much
to
myself,
the
ment
when
the
perception
of
forms
and
their
coloring
first
serious
trials
in
life,
which,
to
an
organism
delicately
attuned
Those possessed of a deep strength and unity of affection
W ishing to appease the aggrieved Spirit, I had made an early
reflective
tendency
of
my,mind
developed
a
precocity
of
in
dawned
upon
my
mind.
One
day,
when
about
three
years
to
the
utmost
extension
of
joy
or
sorrow,
is
a
mercy
of
no
often exhibit a mournful yearning to be remembered, which
becomes a haunting memory when they are gone. To die, old, I was amusing myself with some toys at my mother’s tellect beyond my years ; and being acutely sensitive, I often small magnitude. I do not often dream, but when I do, there visit to the spot. As I paused to rest for a moment, I could
and be forgotten ! Ah ! it must come to that at last. When feet, when I paused all at once amid my play, being struck suffered more from a single look that implied blame than many is a coherency and propriety, a vivid and life-like distinct not avoid thinking how very many of our best acts arc fre
quently influenced by feelings we are ashamed to confess to
these polished and once active limbs are laid away in the cold, with the beauty and nobility of her countenance. From that children do from severe punishment. I had never, nor have ness in my dreams, which serves to impress them upon my
the
world ! Even the w isest and best minds are not exempt
I
to
this
day,
the
power
of
defending
myself
when
unjustly
ac
memory. A dream of this kind, which occurred anterior to
silent grave, I, who have so yearned to be remembered by moment the angels of my dreams assumed a tangible and life
from superstitious feelings, which they take unwearied pains
cused
of
a
fault—
a
sudden
rush
of
blood
to
the
brain,
a
chok
the
demise
of
my
father,
was
regarded
by
my
mother
as
of
like
reality.
However
they
might
vary
in
some
respects,
those who have loved me long and well, must share the fate
to conceal; and thus we go on deluding ourselves and others
of others— the beautiful dead, who, a few years since, pushed they all had my mother’s beautiful dark eyes, pure, high, and ing sensation in my throat, deprived me of the power of utter prophetic import, and long treasured in her memory. The
ance. As the hidden rill gathers each wandering rivulet in dream occurred as follow s: It was a morning in summer. An to the end of life. In the course of one year another grave
gently aside the mixed goblet of life, and were content to die. noble brow, surmounted with shining bands of raven hair.
Her complexion, which was clear and very fair, was of that its silent course, so my heart silently accumulated the memory inevitable necessity, which I could not divine, had suddenly had been made by his side. It was for his gentle and pureT his warm July sun beams softly upon their graves. The
hearted young wife. The earth seemed dark to her after he
continuous roll of carriage-wheels, the busy sounds of sentient peculiar tint which is usually colorless ; but in her case there of wrong, until it could no longer contain its pent-up grief, caused a separation in our family. We parted in mute sor
had left it. The grief for his only fault, as she termed it, was
and
I
gave
way
to
violent
and
passionate
outburst
of
emotion.
row,
each
wending
our'
separate
ways.
S-um
I
found
my
was
a
beautiful
suffusion
of
rose
on
either
cheek,
which
re
and active life, mars not their quiet slumbers. The village
consoled by the firmness.with which (for many months pre
These
violent
fits
of
weeping
occurred
but
seldom,
and
only
sembled
the
first
blush
of
the
early
dawn.
The
principal
self
wandering
alone
along
the
bank
of
a
quiet
and
limpid
churchyard is but a few rods distant. It is very silent there,
mid the low, deep chambers orthe dead. I know where liés' charm- o f Lor foaturoo, wkieK w arn somewhat irrp.gular.in. con .w hen I fancied myself unseen by every human eye ; yet they stream. I felt very solitary and pined to return to my old ceding his death) he rejected the tempting cup.
the future home of this frail body ; I have long been familiar tour, but noble in proportion, lay in her eye, which mirrored doubtless had a tendency to foster thè germ of that insidious home, which was StilTimsight, but da’red'not, knowing it to be - T h e morning_8unlight 5 litt<Wf*d-upon the dew-drop* wKich.
disease which has many times brought me to the borders of unoccupied. A beautiful and sunny radiance seemed to suf still lingered along the terrace walk, as I approached the
with the place. It is a beautiful and sunny spot. I do not every passing emotion of her soul. At one moment their
the grave.
fuse the green mossy bank of the opposite side of the stream house. There I had many .times prayed and wept when the
brilliancy
of
scintillation
reminded
you
of
the
flashing
of
fire
dread being left alone there. Oh ! ye, who have been to me
The subsequent reaction consequent upon these modes of (which was neither wide nor deep), and a glorious vista stars looked down at eve. Turning, I beheld the same purple
the sunlight of existence, do not quite forget! Think of me, flies in a dark summer night. Anon their expression was so
shadows resting upon the grass and grain along the hillside,
but not in my narrow bed. Recall the loving, the old, familiar gentle, so tender, that one found it difficult to withstand their grief could not be concealed. My relatives, on learning their opened beyond. I many times essayed to cross this siream,
origin, and of my habit on these occasions of apostrophizing lured by the beauty of the scene beyond, but desisted from the which brought such a sense of home-sickness to my heart in
pleading
gaze.
What
one
noticed
as
peculiar
was
the
pro
smile ; the dark eye, oft suffused with tender memories. Some
the Spirit of my father, pleading that he would take me to his fear of lacerating my bare feet on the sharp and flinty stones the long, long past. With painful distinctness, I recalled all
times unfold the braided tress of shining, amber hair, and as found and mournful depth which ever seemed to underlie their
home in the sky, became evidently impressed with the feeling embedded beneath its limpid waves. The time thus occupied those mournful memories which my young heart garnered
sunny
tone,
ye silently regard it, think of the redeemed spirit that can
that the “ Spirit of the dead was nigh,” and from that lime seemed to be very long, as though it involved a period of there. We forget nothing; memory only slumbers for a time.
Which made the gazer long to weep,
never sufTer more ; who rejoiced to lay down the weary bur
When full upon him, clear and deep,
they seemed to regard me as an uncannie child, whom it was months and years. All at once I saw my mother and sisters, After the sleep of death, when the reveille shall awake us
den of life, to enter upon a more glorious and exalted inherit
Their mournful luster shone.
fearful to grieve, and I was soon after transferred to a new with my little brother, coming toward me. At the same mo from our momentary slumber, the soul will gather up the faded
ance. Perchance you may fancy an angel standing in your
and happier home. This little episode in my history reminds ment I observed that the golden glow which lay on the other memories of the past, and bear them onward forever.
My
first
lessons
of
my
duty
to
God
and
my
fellow-beings
midst—do not reject the thought in fear. Ï shall be often
My new home lay about a mile distant from the beautiful
were derived from my excellent and pious mother. I am not me of an incident communicated to me several years ago, by side of the stream also irradiated the side on which we stood.
near you, if you do not quite forget.
village
of * * * *. My aunt (a younger sister of my mother),
A
strait
and
narrow
road
or
pathway,
which
ran
parallel
with
a
lady
of
undoubted
veracity,
and
nearly
connected
to
the
Lying here upon this bed of pain, I have recalled many in now writing her memoir, yet I have often wished that a rec
having
no children of her own, was naturally indifferent to
the
stream,
appeared
also
illuminated
on
either
side
with
the
writer
by
marriage.
She
was
one
of
those
amiable
but
unfor
cidents of early childhood unfamiliar to you, which I will ord of her pure and blameless life, her beautiful and unosten
their society. She only required of me to be truthful and
same
rosy
light,
and
casting
my
eye
along
the
entire
length
tunate
beings
whom
a
“
merciless
disaster
followed
fast,
and
endeavor to transmit to paper. It may serve as a memorial tatious character, might be given to the world for the instruc
followed faster,” the greater part of her life. On the demise of the valley, I saw that it wound upward over the summit of obedient, and having no disposition to act otherwise, I was
when I am gone. Perchance you may be able to detect in tion and benefit of others.
Hitherto my dream of happiness was so unbroken, that but of her mother, which occurred when she was but six months a lofty hill, whereon rested a glory indescribable. My mother’s left very much to the freedom of my own will. Though she
these reminiscences some of the mainsprings of thought and
ever treated me with a gentle kindness, she was not commu
action that have governed my secluded but not uneventful few events were registered upon the tablets of memory. When old, her father placed her out to nurse. Having a large family countenance exhibited a serene and joyous expression, the
nicative.
She was at that time too deeply engrossed by her
same
pearly
light
beamed
on
her
lovely
brow.
All
at
once
of
small
children,
he
soon
after
contracted
a
second
marriage,
about four years old, a cloud so dense and mournful obscured
life.
by degrees the horizon of my young life, which required many and leaving the little nursling without support, removed to a she exclaimed in joyous accents: “ They are coming! the own private sorrows, to cultivate the acquaintance of a bash
It is profitable, sometimes, to recall the period of our early
a menial and sunny influence in after years to efface its distant part of the country. The foster-parents, who were children of God are coming! we are this day to join them in ful and silent child. She was a superior woman, devoutly
childhood ; that sw eet and genial season, when the heart is
covetous and wicked people, visited the injury done by the their pilgrimage to the eternal city.” Meantime, while she and rather austerely pious. Her radiant and noble features
shadow from my heart.
unfettered by care, ere sin and guilt have left their tracery
It is singular how the mind sometimes retains the impres father upon the child by the most savage and cruel treatment. watched their approach, we all knelt upon the green bank and were nearly always vailed by the reflection of a grave and
upon the tablets of memory, ere the heart’s unwavering trust
sion of the most trivial things when connected with the mem The neighborhood in which they lived, and which was sparse bathed our faces, hands, and arms in the limpid water, and thoughtful sadness, which so impressed itself upon my sus
in God and in our fellow-beings has become weakened by dis
ory of some striking event. I remember as clearly as though ly settled, was subject to frequent incursions from the denizens dried them on a pure, white napkin, which our mother held in ceptible nature, that while I loved her with an affection bor
trust and blighted faith. The kingdom of heaven is very nigh
of the forest, and the child, poorly clad, never having had a her hand. I shall never forget the appearance of that bright dering on idolatry, I seldom had the courage to address to her
to little children. I have seen many’ who seemed to partake it was before me now, the disposal of the furniture about the
pair of shoes in her life, was compelled to go out in the depth and glorious company, clothed in long and flowing robes of even a commonplace and necessary question. She was re
room,
where
sat
my
mother,
with
my
infant
sister
upon
her
largely of its spirit, whose guardian angels are ever nigh, both
of winter each night to pen the sheep in the fold, and to count white, walking two abreast, with measured footsteps along tiring and secluded in her habits, seeming ever absorbed by
“ when they wake and when they sleep,” infusing into their knee, when the sad tidings were communicated that she was
them again at bed-time. In this manner her extremities were that narrow road. Foremost in the stately procession was the intensity of her own unuttered thoughts, and by a constant
tender and loving hearts pure and happy fancies, bright a widow, and her children fatherless. I shall never forget
often
badly frozen by the cold. One night, when her foster- one whose form towered high above the rest. His majestic endeavor to attain to still more elevated heights of piety and
glimpses of the beautiful world far up above the stars, where my extreme fright on being awakened that night by the burn
parents
had left her to visit some neighbors several miles distant, features wore an ineffable sweetness, yet were withal so radi devotion. Child as I was, I detected and enjoyed, with a
the flowers fade not, from "whence bright angelic faces peer ing tears which fell upon my cheek, amid the smothered sobs
being alarmed by the howlingof the wolves,she dared notgo out ant as to dazzle the sight. They paused opposite to where sort of generous pride, her marked superiority of manners and
and
half-frantic
exclamations
of
my
poor
mother,
as
she
prayed
down upon them from the white and fleecy cloudlets that soar
as usual to pen the flock. For this neglect of duty the poor we stood, and turning his beaming face toward us, said, “ Are of conversation to any ladies with whom she exchanged the
God to protect her fatherless children.
aloft mid the deep blue ether.
Aside from the promptings of filial tenderness, it has been child was dragged from her bed at midnight and driven out you ready ?” My mother answered, “ I am ready.” “ And usual courtesies of life. Could she have known (alas! she
I have often watched little children when at play, and won
nearly naked to number the flock. The night was intensely the children, are they ready ?” “ They are ready,” was her never did know in life) how deeply and tenderly I loved her, •
dered if their young hearts were ever pervaded with the deep to me a source of deep regret, that I have no distinct per
she would doubtless have been more strongly attracted to my
sense of mystery which lay like a cloud upon my spirit. Yet sonal recollection of my father. When we are told that we cold. W hile standing on thè fence to protect her feet from response. “ Come, then, and join my company,” was the
self. Yet she was ever patient, and attended to all my wants
welcome
rejoinder.
Amid
a
flourish
of
glad
music,
emanating
the
snow
(with
the
lantern
in
her
hand),
she
heard
herself
with this sense of mystery there was no fear. Silently and greatly resemble another, it is but natural to wish to be able
distinctly called thrice by her Christian name in gentle tones, from harps of gold, which seemed to rend the air with loud with scrupulous fidelity. The green sod has long rested oh
eagerly I questioned all things around me, striving to compre to judge for ourselves in this respect.
her grave. The shadow has passed from heart and brow at
A year or two previous to his demise he had lost the greater the voice (she said) sounded quite near. She responded to acclaim, we found ourselves amid this train, and the stately
hend the enigma of life. These restless longings to penetrate
last. The secret heart-sorrow has been long lifted from that
the mysteries of existence were often interpenetrated with part of his property by some informality' in the deed of pos the call, and oil entering the house was told that no one had procession moved onward toward the delectable mountain.
faithful breast. The meek and adoring spirit has found a
The
most
singular
part
of
this
dream
is
yet
to
be
told.
On
called
her,
and
ordered
to
bed,
not
being
permitted
to
approach
vague, shadowy glimpses of other and far distant scenes, haunt session. He had died far distant from home, of hereditary
Nearly frozen, she ascended the ladder to her looking down at my feet I observed, tripping close by my side, nepentha for all grief in a blessed fruition by the peaceful
ing and indistinct, floating, dreamlike, mid the hazy atmosphere disease. The hectic dreams of the poor invalid were haunted the fire.
wretched
bed
in the loft, while her brutal protectors enjoyed a milk-white dove of rare and exceeding beauty. At the same waters of the river of life forevermore. Since my earliest
of the brain, like some half-remembered fragment of a forgot by vain longings to die at home, surrounded by his wife and
the
warmth
of
a blazing fire. In a few moments her limbs, time, it lifted its glancing eye to mine, with a look which recollection it has been as natural for me to lift my thoughts to
ten melody. These vague and haunting memories were re children, and to lie buried beside the loved ones in the “ old
God with every passing emotion of joy or sorrow that crossed
garded by Plato and others as proof of a preexistence. Are kirk-yard” of his native village. It is sad to contemplate a being penetrated with frost, pained her so badly as to cause thrilled my very soul, when a voice at my side said, “ This is
my
breast, as for the plant to spring up to meet the sun and
they not, rather, disjointed fragments, derived by impression godlike intellect, a glorious form, an expansive and noble na her to attempt to stifle the moans she could not suppress by the Holy Spirit; it will never leave you, and will accompany
air.
Excepting a brief period (when I had been beguiled into
you
in
your
journey
to
the
eternal
city.”
And
here
the
from the memory of our attendant guardian spirit ? One scene ture, who, from the craving thirst for knowledge (the inherit holding the bed-clothes tightly over her mouth. “ All at once
the
utterance
of an untruth), I had never known fear. The
beautiful
vision
faded
from
view,
but
not
from
my
memory—
it
in particular has been ofttimes vividly impressed upon my ance of every elevated and noble mind), passed whole nights says Mrs. M.) the room became nearly as light as day. Stand
deep .joy and gratitude which thrilled my heart for the bless
seemed
stereotyped
upon
my
brain.
The
next
morning,
on
ing
by
my
bedside
was
a
lady
whom
I
did
not
remember
ever
memory. It is a large and antique baronial dwelling, situated in study, when the languid frame required repose, and the
ing of a happy home, where I no longer felt myself an incum
amid scenes of quiet and slumberous beauty, whose stately mind a respite from labor. These sad memorials of my lost having seen before. I knew it was my mother ! I was not relating the dream to my mother, I asked her the meaning of
brance,
as I knelt in the shadow of that large, lone, unfinished,
the
phrase,
“
Holy
Spirit,”
which
I
heard
for
the
first
time
afraid.
Being
desirous
of
knowing
how
she
had
looked
in
halls and massive furniture seem as familiar to my view as the parent became inwoven with my earliest thoughts, tinging
in my dream. This dream or vision, the reader will observe, and unfurnished chamber, beside my little bed, to offer up my
life,
I
noted
attentively
her
countenance,
the
color
of
her
hair,
with
their
sadness
the
fresh
and
joy'ous
impulses-of
early
room, in which I sit, yet where my footsteps have never trod.
foreshadowed not only our subsequent separation and reunion, nightly prayer, can not well be expressed; and as I walked,
A moist humidity pervades the air ; there is a greenness and youth, and when in the first year of my orphanage, being sep her dress, and the clean checked apron, ironed neatly in folds,
but
also that interesting scene which followed the uniting of or rather skipped, along the green path which led to the little
a beauty surrounding the many graveled walks around that old arated from my mother, the memory of my father (so to speak) the muslin ’kerchief pinned smoothly on her chest.” So mi
the
severed links of the household band, when myself and clump of trees on the hillside, called the nursery, the bounda
domain, which my eye hath never seen. Perchance it is the became to me a living presence. Often when I had Avept nute were her observations, that she even noticed the manner
three
sisters, standing upon the bank of a shining river, gave ry of my daily walk, in the exuberance of returning joy, the
house of one of my ancestors, who came from over the sea, myself to sleep from the recollection of some unkindness on in which the ribbon was pinned on her cap and tied in a bow
ourselves
to the Saviour, by the washing of baptism unto re earth and all things around me, no less than my own happy
the titled heir of wealth and an illustrious name, who, on be the part of my relatives, I dreamed of my lost parent; his underneath the chin. The next morning Mrs. M. related to
pentance.
Many years since, when I visited my childhood heart, seemed to mirror the smile of God’s boundless and allher
foster-mother
the
appearance
of
the
specter,
who
recog
coming a Protestant, fled from the persecution of the Catholic penetrating iook of gentle sadness seemed to divine ray every
home, I found, to my surprise, that the picture daguerreotyped pervading love. Being possessed of a keenly observant and
nized
the
description
at
once,
and
impelled
by
a
sense
of
awe,
thought—his
pitying
gesture
and
tender
caress
consoled
and
priesthood, of which he was a member, to enjoy in the New
upon the mind of the child was singularly correct. Strangers inquiring turn of mind, and having no knowledge ot books (I
World liberty of conscience and the right to perpetuate his alleviated my grief. Picture to yourself, dear reader, an obe owned to the child her belief that it was her own mother, whom
did not even know all the letters of the alphabet), although I
dient, loving, sensitive child, who would not have committed she had never seen but once in life, and then she was dressed [ inhabited the ancestral dwelling. The wall-flower and ivy
name.
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had nearly reached my seventh year, I daily studied the book
of nature by minutely observing the different varieties of
plants and flowers, and by watching the habits and character
of animals, and the birds, who built their nests amid the
branches of the grove, where I often improvised little songs
in imitation of their vocal m elody; and thus, in the daily en
joyment of these simple and humble pleasures, the hours
passed peacefully and happily away.
I have lingered too long over these reminiscences, inter
resting to no one but myself, and will hasten to close by the
relation of an incident so extraordinary in character that the
materialistic reader may, perchance, doubt the \eracity of the
narrator, but which is, nevertheless, even to the utmost mi
nutiae, strictly true. The incident to which I allude left upon,
my mind an impression so salutary and abiding that, even in
thoso hours of deepest gloom, which sometimes overshadow
the bravest spirit, I never relaxed my hold upon that precious
promise of Jehovah, “ Call upon me in the day of trouble,
and let thy fatherless children trust in me.”
After some little delay in the completion of a new and in
expensive wardrobe, I was at length equipped for school. It
was a beautiful June morning, redolent of soft and balmy air,
rendered vocal by the caroling of birds upon the wing. I
sauntered leisurely along with my little basket swinging on
my arm, happy in the contemplation of the beautiful scene
around me, which appeared adorned in that inexpressible
charm of novelty which, in early youth, so intensifies our simplo joys. T he golden light of the morning sun lingered lov
ingly upon the green grassy slopes of the hillside and on the
distant wooded heights, illuminating with a soft, burnished
light the slant roofs of the houses and the figure of the angel
with his glittering wings and golden trumpet, which surmounted
the village spire, who seemed ever about to blow one thrilling
blast to arouse the slumberous nations of the dead. The very
air seemed interposed with something of'a divine presence,
which seemed to radiate in every line of light, and to glide mys
teriously in every passing shade. The sight of the grand and
beautiful in nature ever inspires me with the feeling as though
my soul were possessed of wings, which it longed to un
furl, and to soar aloft far up beyond the cloudless sky and beeomo a participant of the bliss and the joys of heaven. These
sublime aspirations of the spirit to ascend to its future home
often visit me in sickness to a sense of faintness and dissolu
tion. But never when in health have I been more overpow
ered by their influence than on that beautiful June morning,
when wending my way to the village school. It seemed as
if some prescient and. benignant spirit, by lifting my thoughts
so intensely heavenward, sought to prepare me to bear with
patience the tyranny and injustice to which many a friendless
child is exposed, especially if backward in learning, when
first introduced amid that motley assemblage of good, bad, and
indifferent, which not infrequently constitutes a refractory
village school. The school which I entered numbered over
a hundred pupils, from the age of sixteen downward. The
seats were raised one above another, those occupied by the
first class being elevated several feet from the level of the
floor.

PARTRIDGE

AND

Being called to read my lesson, I did not take my place, as
usual, beside my classmate, a little curly-pated, white-headed
boy, «’hose nasal twang close to my ear caused a murderous
infliction to my acutely-developed sense of hearing. A slight
remonstrance from my teacher caused my overtaxed nerves to
give way, and I fell into a paroxysm of weeping, n'hich
alarmed the whole school. In vain Mr. J. endeavored to
soothe me. Bending oh one knee, he dried with his handker
chief the fast-falling tears. My extreme mortification en
hanced my distress. At length, turning to the school, he said:
“ W ill any one tell me the cause of this little girl’s grief?”
“ Nancy J. knocked her down upon the play-ground,” sung
out half a dozen voices at once.
When I saw the heavy ferule descending upon her tiny
hand, I recovered my voice, and cried in piercing tones,
“ Don’t, don’t !” and, falling on the bench, sank into oblivious
slumber. When I awoke, the teacher gently referred to my
not attending to the call of my class, and inquired the cause,
kindly adding that I had hitherto been very prompt, etc.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
11 G o d —'T i i e 1’ h o b l k m ," —The

author labors to assure us that he has found a com
plete solution of the great question which involves the nature and mode of the Divine
Existence. W e tind 110 cvidenco in tho artlclo before us that the writer in his inves
tigations has arrived at any such result. Tho artlclo is long, and in our judgment not
calculated to subserve nny important purpose. Until we can comprehend several sub
jects of inferior magnitude, whtch concern our own nature and relations, wo shall not
ho likely to comprehend what no finite mind of man or angel can ever fathom—the
being of G o d . If any man has an idea that he can fly to the sun, we would recom
mend him to first try his pinions by a flight over Trinity Church steeple.
The ilutfalo Republic is on our exchange list, and is forwarded regularly; wo shall
ho pleased to hear from the editor at bts convenience.
p g * Persons who send communications intended for tho press should, if they dcilre to preserve them, invariably retain a copy, so as to prccludo the necessity for our
returning them in case they are not published. Among tho mass of rejected papers
they aro extremely liablo to be lost, and wo can not bo rcsponsiblo for tho safo keep
ing ot communications which, iivour judgment, are of no valuo.

I replied, “ I can read, s ir !”
“ Indeed! Who taught you to read ?”
“ T he Lord!” was my answer.
This colloquy was cut short by my observing a half-comic
smile of gravity illumine, for a moment, the fine features of
A NEW PAP£R IN NEW YORK.
Mr. J., when I instantly became abashed and taciturn as be
Messrs. Whitney and Conklin, have issued three numbers
fore. Pointing to a page of an open book which he held in o f a new journal, entitled “ M e s s e n g e r o f L i g h t , devoted to
his hand, Mr. J. said, “ You will please allow me to hear you the Extension of Spiritual Knowledge."
read.”
In this country a man is privileged to select such a sphere
I know not why the print looked so large, appearing as of action as is best suited to his faculties and inclinations;
though it was illuminated. It may have been owing to my and we rejoice that it is so, for this is the natural right of
peculiar mental state. I read the entire page with perfect every man ; and the place to which the individual is most
ease, not making a single mistake, even in punctuation. Mr. strongly attracted is frequently the only one wherein he is
J.’s only reply was, “ You can read, and very boautifully too.” likely to succeed. Actuated, we doubt not, by a laudable de
That same evening he called and related the circumstance sire to advance the truth, the proprietors of the new paper
to my aunt, adding that he believed a miracle had been have been moved to embark in their present enterprise, and
wrought in his school. It appears that he had bocomo greatly for this purpose, and also to afford accommodations for public
interested in the little orphan, and made a proposition to adopt and private circles, have rented commodious apartments at
her as his own; to bind himself to give her a superior and No. 553 Broadway. They have already commenced opera
classical education. This noble oiler was not accepted. tions in earnest, and with the most sanguine hopes of success.
Maternal tenderness intervened to deprive the child of a noble
'Flie world is gross and sensual; it needs to be refined and
inheritance, which was only supplied in part in after years, spiritualized, and whoever is qualified to labor well and wisely
when the thirst for knowledge could be no longer restrained. may find ample room and business to employ all his faculties
But the discipline of the heart, gained by self-exertion, bright and energies. The world may not thank him for his labor of
ened by a mother’s approving smile, and the daily influence love, but the smallest service rendered to such a cause is far
of her beautiful examplo of angelic goodness and self-denial, more honorable than the proud achievements which have so
may be of infinitely more worth than those coveted stores of often won the plaudits of thoughtless millions. Our best
knowledge. The chaplet wfeath of fame, when compared to wishes accompany all who think, speak, and act with a view
a mother’s priceless love, is but empty vanity! Even while to the accomplishment of a righteous purpose, and the prayers
contending earnestly for the prize, a more able competitor of thousands are daily offered for tho success of - every ellbrt
may snatch it from our eager grasp. Only love, of all the that has for its object the mental, moral, and spiritual enfran
passions, can lighten the burden of earthly sorrow, and em chisement of the world. We are prone to believe that those
balm our memory when we have passed away, or precede and who engage in this cause, with an enlightened, reverent, and
welcome us to our Father’s house of many mansions above! rational spirit, will do good ; and in every case which properly
Had my heavenly Father permitted me to enter upon the path answers this description there may be, and indeed must he, an
toward which my eager anti impetuous spirit strongly inclined, honorable triumph even in what the world may characterize
I might have known little of the beauty and sweetness of do as a failure.
Should the Messenger of Light succeed, it will be evident
mestic life, amid splendid scenes, devoid of all warm and ge
nial feelings, where gold and jew els might indeed glitter and enough to us that it was demanded, and that the ellbrt to es
shine, and the voice of adulation and fame might have been tablish it is not premature. Whether the present state of the
sweet to the c a r; where tho heart would liavo grown as cold movement warrants the sanguine hopes of the proprietors, the
as the metal and hard as the ston e! “ Our great thoughts,” future will determine. We hope that they will bo prospered
a late author h a s said, “ and our great affections, the truths of in every effort to “ do good and to communicate,” but our own
our lives, never leave u s ! Surely they can not separate from expectations have been graduated by severe experience and
our consciousness; they follow whithersoever we go, and are careful observation. It is but a short time since we were
called to record the discontinuance of the Reformer, a large
of their nature immortal and divine.”
and
interesting paper published in this city, and devoted
(To be concluded in our next.)
mainly to the same cause. That journal was commenced, as
we were repeatedly assured, under very favorable auspices,
POET 1C VISIONS.
but it expired at the end of a few months for want of adequate
DY S. M. TET E R S .
support. Besides the unexpected birth and sudden death of
Oft from the deep unfathomed fount of feeling
the Reformer, the spiritual movement has already witnessed
Thoughts upward flow and take tho forms of w ords;
the advent and departure of the following-named journals: the
These blend, their imaged tracery revealing
Spirit World, published in Boston; the S pirit Messenger, origi
Poetic wreaths entwined with silken cords.
nally published in Springfield, Mass., but subsequently removed
Thought-buds, word-loaves, unfold to life-like flowers,
to this city, and continued under the title of the Journal of
By unseen hands harmoniously combined,
Progress;
Light from the Spirit World, published in St. Louis,
And there they stand, arranged in Irelliscd bowers,
Mo.; the Carrier Rove, published in Philadelphia; the ^fount
Blooming amid the garden of the mind.
ain Cove Journal, published in Virginia; also, a paper entitled
Each bursting bud reveals interior forces,
the Seraph's Advocate, and we believe one or two others
Unchained by creeds, by dogmas unconfmed;
should be added to the list. Now if this fearful mortality
“ A still small voice” from every flower discourses
among spiritual papers is not owing to their premature birth
Unceasing praise to the Eternal Mind.
or to bad nursing, we know not what to ascribe it to. We
Symbolic types are these of life immortal,
opine that the surviving members of the family are, for the
That shame the musty tomes of mystic lore;
most part, troubled with physical debility, and will require
Engraved in glowing lines upon the portal
That opens on a higher, happier shore.
careful treatment and a more generous support to sustain them
long. Nevertheless, we shall be glad to have the members of
I read therein that every hope I cherish—
this family increase and multiply, provided tho offspring can
Wherein my purest ir ocationa blend—
Can never die ! no, never, never perish !
only he well constituted and vigorous; but we hope to be
Nor down in silcnco to the grave descend.
spared the unpleasant necessity of witnessing a continuance
of these spasmodic beginnings and endings of life in the em
Oh, how I prize this sweet enchanting vision,
W ith all its gorgeous tints that glide along,
bryonic forms of new journals, conceived by accident and

The reader will please imagine a tall, noble-looking man,
in the prime of life, of benignant aspect and nobly-developed
figure, leading by the hand a little girl of not unpleasing fea
tures, very fair complexion, soft, line hair of amber hue, dark
eyes, which were either illuminated by the light of an inward
joy, or rendered pehsive.by a gentle sadness. This little girl,
who was rather tall of her age, and who the reader will recog
nize as'the heroine of theso pages, occupied the lowest seat
in the room, scarce raised above the level of the floor.
T he mournful sadness which fell upon my spirit, consequent
upon my isolated and mortifying position, as contrasted with
others of my age, who occupied the middle seats, and be
longed to the second class, was often alleviated by the kind
ness of the teacher, who seemed to observe with delight the
case and rapidity with which I mastered the elementary les
sons. I had now been at school about three weeks. Com
mencing with the alphabet, I had progressed to words of two
syllables. Nancy J., the teacher’s daughter, and only child,
was near my own age, and was considered the best scholar
of her age in school. This little girl, who was imperious and
tyrannical in disposition, had victimized me from the first—
often taunting me with my ignorance, to which I made no re
ply. At this period, my habitual shyness having worn ofl' a
little, I accepted an invitation from one of the pupils to join
the little girls at play upon the green grass-plot in front of the
house. At the moment I closed hands with the circle, a vio
lent blow upon the head felled me to the ground. I knew it
was Nancy J. who struck m e ; I saw her spring toward me,
but not in time to avoid the blow. Stunned and bewildered
by my fall, I staggered forward a few paces, a small stream
of blood issued from my mouth. Two or three of the girls,
horrified at this outrage, wished to assist m e ; but I waved
them back with a gesture of command they were fain to obey.
As the wounded deer seeks the covert of the deepest wood,
Still tending upward to tho world elysian,
that he may die in peace, far removed from his enemies, thus
That glorious world of melody and song.
instinctively I sought to hide my grief beneath the shadow of
Thou
better land, when resting on my pillow,
a large elm tree a few rods distant, and on reaching it, sank
To
thee
my aspirations all arise;
unconscious at its base. When I awoke from my stupor, one
At rest, or tossed on life’s tempestuous billow,
agonized cry of earnest entreaty welled from my almost bro
My thoughts arc thine, thou land of cloudless skies.
ken heart, blended with firm faith that God would remove the
For well I know that angel-cyes arc bending
stigma of ignorance and teach me to read. Hitherto my trials
On mine affection's fond commingling ray,
had been purely mental: now I had been struck down by a
And angel-bands, down to our earth descending,
cruel blow, which had ruptured a blood-vessel and endangered
Proclaim with joy, “ It is the dawn of day.”
my life, simply for presuming to associate with those having
W est T roy, March 1, 1854.
tlio advantage of an earlier attendance at school than myself.
Oppressed with a deathly faintness, I lay in sw eet and solemn
expectancy of the ministration of my guardian angel, not
THE REVERIE—A SONG.
doubting for a moment the fulfillment of my request. Deem
Who hath not dreamed in the days of his youth,
not this rectal puerile ami childlike, dear reader. Here was
When his heart was as free as the birds in the sky,
an exhibition of that simple and trusting faith which our Sav
Of a vision enshrined in her beauty and truth,
Which reigned by a sorrow and rnled by a sigh 1
iour enjoined upon Ins disciples, and which, in this material
Who hath not felt in the midst of the gay,
istic age, had well-nigh passed from the earth. There are
A solitude deeper than night or tho grave ;
moments in life when the fieshly vail which so often impedes
When forth from her side ho was destined to stray,
our spiritual advancement, and darkens the perception of God’s
And banish the image love’s promises gavel
love and mercy to the soul, is withdrawn from our view. It
Who hath not dreamed of the glorious time
was not by an audible voice, but by an illumination of the in
When God-like his thoughts were the harvest of years.
terior consciousness, that the friendless child intuitively di
Garnered and gleaned in the wealth of his prime,
vined her course. A beautiful repose lay upon her spirit.
Though nurtured in sorrow and fostered in fears 1
T he sw eet dove of peace folded its brooding wings lovingly
Who hath not dreamed a fruition would come,
about her heart, as she retraced her way to the vacant school
And found it, though late, in the love of her breast,
room. Beneath the desk lay Nancy J .s Bible. Kneeling,
Like the birds overtaken by night from their home,
But the breaking of dawn brought them back to their nest ?
site opened it at the thirty-set enth Psalm, which she read
not only with perfect case, but with that eloquent and grace
ful intonation which gained for her, from that day, not only in
T. L. H a r r i s has returned from his Southern tour, and
that school, but in all others subsequently attended, the title will remain in this vicinity until the first of May. In the
of a model reader. I had spent the afternoon striving to brace mean time, those having occasion to correspond with Br. H.,
my resolution to apprise Mr. J. of my newly-acquired gift. can address him at this office.

brought forth before the time.
In these remarks wo intend no disrespect to those who have
been unsuccessful in such enterprises. We are sure that
many of them have labored faithfully with an honest purpose,
and we believe that, in one way or another, they have been
instrumental in doing good. We respect their motives, and
trust that in some way they Rave been suitably rewarded for
all their sacrifices. At the same time, we can not disguise
the fact, that the frequent discontinuance of public journals,
professedly devoted to Spiritualism, tends to weaken the genral confidence in the stability of all that remain, and to pro
duce an impression that the whole movement is the unsubstan
tial creation of a morbid restlessness or feverish excitement.
The Messenger o f Light is very near the size of the T e l e 
g r a p h ; the subscription price is two dollars; it is well printed,
and makes a good appearance. Of its literary merits and
general editorial management we can judge better hereafter.
It would not be fair to pass a decisive opinion until our neigh
bors have had time to distribute and organize their forces.
W e learn that the Messenger has the purse of a heavy capi
talist pledged for its support. Specimen copies can be seen
at this office. Those who wish to suberibe should call on the
publishers, or address Whitney and Conklin, 553 Broadway.

T h e I r v i n g H o u s e .— Our spiritual friends from all parts
of the country who may have occasion to visit this city, in
pursuit of business or pleasure, will find the Irving one of our
best’hotels, and in all respects adapted to promote their ease,
comfort, and pleasure. The house is admirably kept. Mr.
Burroughs is one of the most generous and gentlemanly pro
prietors, and his truly kind-hearted lady is eminently qualified

for her responsible position.

angel-dom, dance down from their thrones of dust, flinging
wide their b«arbaric clasps— fetters of knowledge— and gladden
a world-wide multitude of hungry and thirsting hearts.
There are no longer any common men. “ That fellow” is
an obsolete term, while fools, clowns, servants, and slaves
are pensioned with the real or honorary titles of men. As
sad
as the change must be, and is, for those who have kept
ize it. The golden, iron, pastoral, and dark ages are applied
to eras that were soluble— eras distinctly featured by some the world’s guardianship so long, yet great is the joy of the
single, rare peculiarity; but ours has none such. It is a freed and new-breathing millions, who, while they bowed
chameleon. W e must notcall it the progressive age; that would down, made little or no complaint. W e have the elements
imply that all before it had stood stock still; neither the sug now at our will. Tho wind can not stay us, nor the s e a ; the
gestive, inventive, or diffusive a g e ; these are too weak. air yields to our tread, and the mountains melt and whirl at
our command. Our feet are iron ; our hands are steel; our
They do not embrace the whole spirit of the times.
I look on tins as tho transition age. We were yesterday breath is steam, and our brain lightning. If we make not the
in chrysalis; we are to-day a butterfly; and what we shall be earth a servant, as she has made us slaves, it is not from want
to-morrow is a yet enfolded secret. So rapid and startling of guiding reins, nor whip, nor spurs.
And yet, with all our gig«antic might, we can not build the
are the changes, that there is no longer any fixed science.
We scarcely wait to let an invention or discovery cool, before towers, temples, and pyramids of the ancient time. And why ?
it is tossed into the alembic tester, and new and more radiant Because ours is the practical as well as the transition age—
shapes and colors are created to it. The perfect ore and an age in which man considers himself. There are no longer
heat-resisting gems are found by our new blasts soluble as “ hewers of wood and drawers of water” to upheave the cowax, as drossy as native dirt. Well may the miser tremble loss.al walls for a penny a day— «as when St. Paul’s rose into
No longer are
for his coins, lest by some rare turn up they are spirited away a wondrous and age-enduring monument.
there
men
to
fatten
deserts
with
their
blood,
that
tyrants may
from his iron chests, or found base and counterfeit. “ Touch
and take,” there is no other safe motto. If we wait to con be deified, in Ammon! And what is to be the climax, with
sider or reflect, the straight stick has become crooked. Every this onr ascending scale, shall puzzle sight-seers with keener
day we make application of that wise old fable; and if we eyes than watch the heavens for twinkling stars. The earth
were but half as wise, we should never venture beyond (he once subdued, its mountains cast down and waste places lifted
up, as there is in our means of «appliance more than visionary
edge of the forest.
Not only domestic utensils, the corn mortars, and wooden promise, and there is only left the law of kindness to be en
plows, but the spirits of law, logic, philosophy, and religion forced, to link hearth to hearth, hamlet to hamlet, nation to
shift their phases almost as suddenly and mechanically as n.alion, until the Eden of Nature is restored. Beautiful age
post-coach systems. We learn to feel and think mcrcnrially ; this of transition—leaving no stone unturned, no bitterness
and our thermometer is, “ What is the news ?” On that hangs unarbitrated, no feud hopeless, but all bright, smiling, ominous
c. o. s.
the rope at whose end we all dangle. That is the pivot or of a true millennium for mankind.

Setting aside the question, “ Is it productive of the happiest
results ?” we must regard the age in which we live as the
most remarkable in the history of the world. The best prac
tical philosophers, and keenest scrutinizers of the times, are
completely nonplused as to a proper name by which to anal-

fulcrum with which, and a proper lever, Archimedes would
have overturned the world. It matters little that he died
CURIOUS INCIDENTS.
young—young, I mean, in the ages—his levers and capstans,
In the summer of 1852, while Miss Mallory, of Bridgeport,
his wedges and screws, have found an improver; and the
was visiting some friends in a neighboring village, she occu
world in which he lived is thoroughly enough overturned.
One
They were wonderful toils, those of H ercules; but he pied the same sleeping apartment with a Miss K.
wrought only with his hands— with human, physical force— day, while the young ladies were dressing, they suddenly
against lions and monster hydras. We kill oil’ all that brood heard an unusual sound, and on looking up discovered that a
sitting in the easiest patent chairs. Hercules lived and died bird of singular appearance, with black and white plumage,
safely for his fame. Our age, prophesied by Sir Thomas had entered at the open window and was flying about, the
Moore, would have transcended Utopia itself. Fiction in the room. Other persons aided in capturing the bird, which was
brains of madmen and visionary poets are statistical compared put in a cage. The strange visitor exhibited no fear, but im
with our array of facts. The enchanted valleys of Rabelais, mediately commenced singing in a singular strain, and in the
with aerial Bucenlaurs carrying peasants suddenly transformed course of a few minutes the tune w’as wholly changed not less
to kings, have found a resting-place, and are no longer night than three times. At length its notes began to growr feeble,
mare of the pleasantest kind, nor idle day-dreams. On our and the strain gradually died away. The bird now seemed
broad republican soil we are all kings, crowned by God, and to be drowsy and inactive; it gasped, fell from its perch, and
in the main invested alike. Who that lives with his eyes remained on its back, apparently dead or dying. Its appear
open, and a score of years, has not seen the air cleft as though ance excited the sympathies of the ladie3, and they opened
tho cage, when, instantly, the bird started from its apparently
it were thick, palpable, like a sea ?
Yes, the news is our pivot— a weekly balance-sheet in almost lifeless state and flew away.
every man’s hands, determines what shall be his next step.
During the following night the young ladies heard a rustling
To the right or left is a chance while we are on one leg; We noise in the direction of the window and among some clothes,
sleep and wake, scarce knowing whether the starry heavens and then the sound of footsteps in their room. They were
have not shifted altitude. We are like a traveler, if not with both awake at the time, but each supposed the other to be
pottclt full of bread and cheese, yet with enough habitnment asleep. The sounds continued, coming nearer and growing
to shift from one day’s train to another; and our lives arc as louder, until Miss M. «and her friend became so terrified that
various of incident as though we were on busy," swift wheels. they called other members of the family to their apartment,
Where are those hazy, lazy, midsummer «ages, when the which was carefully searched without disclosing the cause of
world went back to count its own steps in the sand, and to the unusual sounds. Some of the parties are disposed to as
see if they were all precisely alike? for to have made one wry cribe these phenomena to the same agents which are now so
mark were sign potent of the evil one. Days of steady, plod widely employed in the production of similar cficcts.
ding toil, and nights of sweet rest, when faith was handed
down from father to son, and reverence was a thing begotten
RAISING THE PATIENT AND THE BED.
of, and established by, undoubted and invulner.able oracles,
where are ye with your psalms and canticles, your sabots and
In the Practical Christian of Feb. 25tli, the editor relates
doublets, your stern, fixed, and changeless humors ?
an interesting case of healing by the Spirits, accompanied by
The times arc an imperious tailor, shifting their cut and fit other remarkable phenomena. Mr. C. Wilcox, of East Blackoftener than the «approved Paris fashions. An idea must be stone, had a nephew who was alarmingly ill of lung fever.
embraced while it is fresh and warm; a theory pursued in its Mrs. W ilcox is a medium, and the Spirits promised her that
bud; an invention swallowed and digested at once, or it is of (he boy should recover. While Mrs. W. was bending over
no avail. As well Lay by your new clothes for the moths, «as the little sufferer and trying to lift him into a more comfort
wait to enjoy these our times. Fifty-seven patent washing able position, the entire head of the bed, together with the
machines registered at Washing-ton, the last the best, and ut heavy bedstead, was raised some ten inches from the floor
terly annihilating its predecessors, ought to open the practical and in this manner the Spirits gave responses and communi
eyes of any man. To each one a day. Never heed the waste cated freely respecting his case. When the patient was rest
of thrift. What we lose, the active, inventive brain, and all less and in pain, the invisible powers would act through the
those hands full of saws, chisels, and mallets, shall g«ain. We hands of Mrs. W., allaying the nervous irritability and put
must play into each other’s hands ; and the only true sign of ting him to sleep., Wc extract a single paragraph, in which
extra skill, which is merit, and fortune, and place, is to throw the most striking part of the performance is described :
our ball harder and surer than any other man.
On the Will ¡list., as Mrs. \V. was «attending him, the whole bed, with
Nor is the age unpractical, though it change colors like the the bedstead, was raised completely from the floor, and swung gently back
prism. It consults man, or rather, in it, man consulls himself; and forth for several minutes. The sick boy, now slowly improving, was
and we see now what has never before been seen— humanity deeply interested and pleased at receiving such a token of kind regard from
turned agrarian and lifting itself, as it were, by its waistbands, the Spirits. So lie asked bis aunt what he should say to them. She di
rected him. Whereupon, still waving the whole bed in mid air, they re
clean up out of its old condition. Never were men so neces
sponded to the child by rapping with the front legs of the bedstead on the
sary one to another as now, when all are becoming measurably
floor. Subsequently, the family were informed through the rappings that
equal and alike. There must be reciprocity of service, kind the Spirit of a deceased physician, formerly well known to them, had pre
ness, trust, and faith, or nobody is treated well, (rusted, or sided over these manifestations, .and full explanations were obtained.
served. In this strange and tremendous transition, the great
injustice and tyrannies of characters and castes are swept, unTELEGRAPHING, ETC., BY SPIRITS.
regretted, thank Heaven, into an oblivious tide. “ If you
I).
W.
Scott, writing from Cuba, N . Y., to Ailin Ballou, •
please,” is the mollified tone of the old “ go, and do.” How
soft and subdued the once haughty tone that made common editor of the Practical Christian, relates several interesting
men tremble. The mountain peril that stalked up, grim and facts illustrative of the presence and identity of Spirits. The
dark, before the least betrayal of unwilling obedience, has more important examples purported to be the work of Augus
dwindled to a sand-hill, over which little boys fly kites and tus A. Ballou, a departed son of the editor, who was greatly
and deservedly esteemed while in the body. W e extract the
hunt summer swallows.
Even the boor’s face is not so stocky and stupid «as of old. subjoined paragraphs from Mr. Scott’s letter :
It lights up with a dim consciousness that he, too, has more
One evening Augustus delivered a lecture through Cora, in our circle
than a treadmill-machine-ic part to play in the curtain-tending at Lake Mills, concerning heaven and hell, as being a state or condition of
of this world-moving tableau. The silliest fool can not live the mind, the Spirit-land a place, elc. After closing the discourse, he said
among wise men, nor the rudest soul walk among flowers he must leave immediately and go to Waterloo—that there was a gather
continually, without learning some cant phrases and names— ing there, and a medium from Sun Prairie through whom he could speak.
This was about forty-five minutes past seven. W e ascertained the next
without perceiving, if but through the eyes of others, their day that about that moment Mr. Budlong, of Sun Prairie, was entranced,
worth and beauty. In past times wise conferences were held and the Spirit announced his name to be A. A. Ballou, who spoke a com
aloof from diggers and delvers; these images of grace and munication concerning heaven and hell, as being a state or condition of
beauty, whether of art or nature, still likened unto flowers, the mind, the Spirit-land a place, etc.—the identical subject, word for
were carefully walled in from vulgar eyes by those jailer word, that was delivered to us a few minutes before. The distance be
tween the two places is eight m iles; and we had no knowledge of their
monks, whose cowls were not blacker than their scow ls!
meeting, nor they of ours.
Now the garden plot is spread too wide, the aromatic odors
Another.—Augustus informed us that he was making demonstration*
leap over tyrannic bounds, and the roll of the curtain requires through several media in Western New York, in the neighborhood where
too many hands and eyes, to keep the heavenly secret of “ good we formerly lived, and that he had finally made himself known there. In
things enough for all” any longer pent up. The granaries of a few weeks we received a letter from our friends in N. Y., giving a his
tory of their experience in spiritual intercourse. Several Spirits had com
corn, the peach-laden trees, the vines and flowers climbing
municated to them, and last of all Augustus came, assuring them that he
over the walls, discover themselves, in the name of God, com
was' the identical A. A. Ballou that controlled Cora in Wisconsin. And
mon blessings! Musty tomes full of rapt visions of ancient to confirm them as to the fact, he said through the tippings that in just
prophets and bards sitting in soul close by the celestial gates, thirteen days they would receive a letter from Lodency, Cora’s mother.
repeating songs of diviner life, heard through the loops of The letter came at the precise time predicted.
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FACTS AND REMARKS.
Ho created them all. (The remarks of the speaker on this point we were
JUDGE EDMONDS IN CLEVELAND.
unable to hear distinctly.)
C onference of M arch 1C.—The Thursday evening Conference at this
The subjoined report of Judge Edmonds’ lecture, delivered
Through Spiritualism we may understand God’s omniscience. How
of all conscious wrong or error. The lines were read by office, of last week, was opened by Mr. C. P artridob, who spoke of the in the Melodcon, at Cleveland, we copy’ from the P lain Dealer
few of us have been able to comprehend this idea! But by means of
progress and present state of the cause of Spiritualism. He remarked, in
several poets and critics in this city, not one of whom had
of the 15th instant. We see no mention of the presence of the spiritual philosophy I can see how God attains this omniscience by
substance, that it*numbered many more believers than superficial appear
any recollection of having seen them before. This is not the ances would indicate, and that these believers might be found among law Dr. Dexter on the occasion, and fear that he is still indis means o f his agents, so that he can even know our inmost thoughts
It reveals to us what the Bible is. W e have been asked to believe in it*
A pretty little experiment—which has been long known in England, but first time that a Spirit has repeated, in one way or another, yers, physicians, legislators, clergymen, and church members, who shrink posed.
plenary and perfect inspiration—so perfect that we must not look to nature
which I do not believe is so familiar in the north, and which illustrates on a poem composed on earth without indicating its authorship. from an avowal of their opinions through fear of persecution or the loss
On Sunday evening Judge Edmonds lectured at the Melodeon. The
o f popular favor. Mr. P. strongly urged the propriety of mental freedom hall was crowded to excess, and the speaker received the most marked and discover what Ilis laws do not reveal. Yet there are persons who
a small scale the table-turning principle—may be tried in this way. Take
read the Bible differently one from another. Men are called on to accept
a ring—gold is best, and the lighter the better—attach a thread to i t ; then
A S T T h e M e m o r i a l .— The names attached to the Memo —of every one’s fearlessly stating his convictions on all subjects, and al attention.
it as a final authority; incapable of so doing, they reject it altogether, and
suspend the ring by passing a thread between the fore-finger and thumb rial have been pasted on thin muslin, and the whole is to be lowing them to grapple with their opposites, with the full confidence that
The Judge opened the meeting by reading from manuscript a short, elo
consequently four fifths of Christendom are unbelievers. Now we learn
truth will ultimately prevail. Mr. F ishbouqh arose to explain the position quent, and appropriate prayer to Heaven.
o f the right hand—which arc to be kept widely on the stretch, so that the
bound, mounted on a roller, and put up in a box made for that
that the Bible is the result o f spiritual intercourse—that it came from an
of an absent person whose course Mr. P . had criticised in the course of
thread may rest upon the crossing nerve—and hold the other end of the
He then proceeded to remark that, in accordance with previous an
purpose. The whole presents a somewhat formidable ap
his remarks. Dr. Y ouno had a word to say about those who believe in nouncement, his subject would this evening be the “ Divine Character of exalted spiritual existence, in like manner as our present communications
line in the left hand. Now, placing your elbow on the table to keep it
are received.
perfectly steady, let the ring drop half-way down an empty tumbler, and pearance, being about fou r hundred feet lone/! This is by far devils, and yet do not admit that there are any human Spirits who com the Revelations now being made to man through Spiritual Intercourse.”
Spiritualism teaches us how Christ, our Saviour and Redeemer, died for
think steadily of a number—say an hour. After a longer or shorter inter the longest argument for Spiritualism which lias yet been municate with mortals. He said he had heretofore been reported as de
There are two considerations which should not be overlooked. First, is
val, generally in a couple of minutes, the ring begins to vibrate, and the offered, but it required many thousands to frame it. The Edi nouncing men for the want of faith , but that it was a mistake, as he had its present imperfect condition sufficient to warrant our unbelief! in the us. Many years passed after his crucifixion before the idea of “ atone
only denounced them for want of courage to avow their faith, and he short space of six years, since these manifestations were developed, much ment” obtained a hold on man’s m ind; it was about the time that the
motion becomes the faster the more steadily the experimenter keeps the tor goes to Washington with it this week.
wished this correction to be made. He went on to amplify this denuncia has been done, but more remains to be done. We are but feeble children, church religion was made the government religion. After that era, the
number thought of in his mind, until the ring at last peals the actual
Church passed through an epoch of darktu-ss of a thousand years’ duration,
tion in good round terms. D. G. T aylor said he had recently been in
amount of the sum on the sides of the tum bler; after which, and this is
NEW YORK CONFERENCE OF SPIRITUALISTS. formed of two or three church members in whose presence, for many years tottering, as it were, over the threshold of knowledge. This is absolutely and emerged, rent by distractions and divisions on this very subject. Ever
very curious, it immediately ceases its movements. This little piece of
necessary ; for were the floods of light about to shine on the world com
T uksiuy E vening, March 14, 1854.
past, strange demonstrations would frequently occur, such as are now municated at once, we would be dazzled and overpowered. It is not ex since has it been a bone of contention and a cause of strife. “ W hy,” we
wizardry astonishes folks who arc not familiar with it. The country Eng
Mr. P ray spoke of tho conventional ideas of dignity as being very er known to be produced by departed Spirits. Among these persons is an
lish have a superstition that if the ring be a wedding one, and the glass
traordinary that this light should come by degrees. The Scriptures tell have been compelled to ask, “ why was a doctrine o f such infinite import
half full of fair water, the former will sound the real hour, even although roneous, particularly with regard to spiritual matters. The moving of aged lady whom he had gone to see, and in whose presence articles of fur us that the Hebrews were forty years in the wilderness, so long that an ance left in such obscurity by him who made the revelation ? I f so im
the operator know nothing of it. This, however, is mere nonsense. The tables appears to modern conventionalism as undignified and trifling ; but niture will frequently move, without visible contact, from place to place, in entire generation had passed away, before they were admitted to the glo portant, why should we not now receive revelation on the subject?”
it would bo well to remember the lowly origin and unpretending acts of tho room. Mr. P a r t i u d o e related a similar fact concerning the paying- ries of the promised land. The New Testament, wc know, was not all Spiritualism comes to our relief, and tells us how Christ was our Saviour
other is accounted for on philosophic principles.
charity seen in the founder of Christianity. The great acts of his life, teller of a certain bank in this city, who, though stoutly opposed to Spirit written until sixty years after the birth of Jesus Christ. Why, then, ex and Redeemer, and the precious doctrine of atonem ent is sw e p t away by
Our correspondent was induced to try this experiment, and viewed from the earth side merely, were devoid of all claim to dignity in
ualism, declared that tables, etc., would mysteriously move about the room pect this new revelation to come in a different manner 1 Man is not con the admonition, “ Atone fo r thyself."
obtained the results specified, together with the following ad the popular sense. His miracles heal the sick and feed the hungry; they with his fingers slightly in contact with them, and that they have some
Judge Edmonds described a scene in the Spirit-world, as communicated
stituted so perfect as to be enabled to endure or understand the full blaze
ditional particulars: While holding the pendent ring in the do not overturn kingdoms, nor hang themselves up iu mid-heaven as signs times spelled out intelligible communications concerning matters about of glory which will come to us. We receive it as rapidly as wc can be by a Spirit. A golden cross stood in the heavens, surrounded by a bright
tumbler, it occurred to him to ask whether S pirits might not of dignified, but ominous portent—nothing of the sort. He claimed no which he is ignorant. Mr. L yon, of Fall River, related some facts in his educated and fitted to receive it. Who is he that is prepared to receive halo o f glory; at one side a figure stood pointing to bright letters tha
glittered above the cross :
have some agency in causing its vibrations, and requested that, sanction from, or sympathy with, the prevailing idea of dignity existing early experience of Spiritualism. Mr. O lcott, of Ohio, gave an interest the full revelation, when it is so difficult for many to understand its infant
then as now. But these simple deeds of his viewed in their spiritual ori ing account of a ''mental telegraph” which is now in process of arrange foreshadowings'?
“ H e S aved Mankind by L iving , not nv D ying.”
for an affirmative answer the ring might strike six times, and
gin—scanned as to their character and source—are not merely dignified, ment by a Mr. McAllister. The important discovery of Mr. McA., as wc
Another consideration presents itself to our minds—the manner and And beneath the cross, these w ords:
for a negative, twice. Immediately the ring struck six times they arc sublime. So of these lowly table movings; viewed as existing
understood, consisted of different magnetic extracts from the vegetable immediate instruments through whom wc receive these communications.
“ Do ye L ikewise .”
on the side of the tumbler. For a further assurance he con facts, they present a scientific problem of vast importance, and therefore kingdom, which, by an arrangement of batteries, are conductihle through
Many Spirits have missions to perform in coming to man. Some have
Christ did, indeed, die, for such seemed his destiny. But it was his
cluded to reverse the form of the test, and ask that the ring are not to be despised; but looked at from their demonstrably spiritual wires to any distance, and in such degrees of force as to induce clairvoy none. Is it surprising that those nearest and dearest to us, those in whom
teachings, his principles, which atoned for us.
might strike twice if an affirmative answer was intended, and origin, they carry with them an ineffable weight of glory, before which all ance and the thought-reading condition in any two persons at the opposite all our allections are centered, should avail themselves of any medium of
Spiritualism goes one step further, and declares the actual state of spirit
conventional notions of pomp and pride shrink to less than nothing. They ends of the wires, who may desire to communicate. Mr. F ishbougii spoke communication possible? But there is another class not connected with
six times if a negative ; when immediately the ring struck
infallibly lead us to something higher and holier. Nay, they lead to of the influence of particular applications of plants and drugs, and of the us—those who had a duty to perform on earth, and did it not, and who ual existence. The daily occupations and the conditions of being are now
twice. li e then, without asking any particular question, re the Infinite himself! Let us be careful, therefore, how wc contemn the
emanations of different terrestrial and celestial objects, in producing psy desire yet to do it. The speaker give an illustration. A few months ago being revealed to us. Much has been revealed that the world has not re
quested that something might be done to further assure him apparently trifling phenomena ; for, be it ever so humble, a manifestation chological states, and moving the powers o f the visible and invisible worlds,
ceived. But why mako it known, since the world will not receive what
he was surrounded by what purported to be Spirits o f great persons.
that the phenomenon was the work of Spirits, if such were that has the undoubted signet of spirituality on its despised brow has no as being well known to the ancient magicians. Mr. O lcott related some Mary Queen of Scots, Elizabeth, and Charlemagne of France were pres has been made known? Many arc the reasons why women, who have re
the case? T he ring struck eighteen times and stopped. earthly scale able to weigh its value, nor earthly standard competent to cases of presentiments. Dr. Y oono called in question what he under ent. “ Why come they here ?” it was asked. They replied, “ We have a ceived important communications, do not desire their publicity; and men,
stood to be some of Mr. Fishbough’s positions, and Mr. F. replied. The mission yet to perform on earth. When wc were in the body we occupied too, fear persecution and ridicule, holding in remembrance the fate of
After reflecting for a moment, he remembered that eighteen measure its dignity.
those who have openly announced their revelations. They prefer to re
Mr. Woodman wished to explain some remarks ¿of his at the last meet meeting then closed.
positions where we could have elevated and ennobled humanity, but we
years was the age of his son when he died. Still further to
main quiet and inactive until man will be willing to receive the teachings
ing which had been misunderstood. His meaning was, that error, bigotry,
did not improve our opportunities. We knew our duty, and we did it not.
prove that the motion of the ring was not involuntarily made and superstition should be treated as enemies, not the persons who are the
C ases of P resentiment.—The cases of presentiment related by Mr. But now that man can bo reached—now that his reason is rendered acces of God. Have you forgot the cry of the mocking Hebrews in the streets
by himself, he took a piece of wire about twelve inches long, subjects of them. He (lifters with Mr. Davis. Man governs circumstances. Olcott, of Ohio, at the Thursday evening Conference of last week, were sible to us—we come hack to perform our mission—we come back to in of Jerusalem, “ Crucify h im ! crucify him !” Fortunately, no Pontius
and suspended three rings from it, in as many tumblers, about He is not their slave. Man himself is the most important circumstance th ese: The first was that of an engineer of a steamboat on the Ohio River, still tho noble precepts of love into man’s heart. While we are thus en Pilate sits on a tyrant throne now—but is there not in many a human
equidistant from each other. li e found that, by requests ad in the universe, and God intends him to rule and modify all others. W e who, while the boat was lying in port, became possessed with the idea that gaged, many a poor, humble soul which did its duty while on earth, has heart a Pontius Pilate ready to persecute and destroy !
The revelations from the other world are far from being completed, but
dressed to the Spirits, these rings would move separately or have a sure prophesy of this in the triumphs of human art already if he went with her on the next trip lie would certainly lose his life. He passed to a higher sphere, because it did its duty. But we must remain
achieved.
resolved not to go, but the managers of the boat came and urged the mat as we are until, through the media which arc accessible to us, we have it has proceeded so far that it can not be arrested. W c arc too many to
altogether, in the same or in opposite directions, as he might
Mr. D avis remarked that the purpose of this Conference was foreign to ter upon him as a duty, mentioning that that was the last trip which the worked the work we neglected on earth. Only till then can wc enjoy the have the persecutor cut so many throats.
request. T he rings would in like manner seem to indicate the discussion of the subject alluded to by Mr. Woodman. The object boat was to make for the season, and that they could not get another en
Tho speaker again referred to the incentive aftorded l>y Spiritualism.
full glories of the Spirit-world.”
The whole scope of its teachings, said he, is embraced in the simple com
the number of Spirits that were present, respond to their here is an inquiry into the solidity of the spiritual hypothesis. He fully gineer to take his p lace; and he finally yielded to their solicitations,
My daughter, who was a Roman Catholic, had been educated at a con
names, etc. The experiment is certainly a curious one, and accepted it as true. At first ho supposed it was some hidden power of the though with great reluctance. During the trip an accident occurred by vent. Only lately was she converted to Spiritualism and became a me mand, “ L ove one another.” If that be made our supreme law of life,
then indeed will man be redeemed. God grant it may be so! He por
dium. She writes me that she recently received a communication from a
is well worth a repetition until its alleged results arc either mind, or some successful trick, perhaps, but the wonderful things lie had which he lost his life.
witnessed compelled him to adopt the spiritual faith. They would stand
The other case was this : A physician of this city was intending to sail nun of very great purity and loveliness of character—the most amiable trayed the condition of mankind by the practice in the daily walks o f life,
verified or disproved.
the test of trial by their fruits. In his experience lie had found them to with the steamer San Francisco on her recent disastrous voyage. A few woman I have ever known. She stated to my daughter that when far dis of the virtues inculcated by Spiritualism.
Judge Edmonds closed by reading a communication from the Spiritbreathe charity and human reform in all their inodes of appearance. They days before she sailed, the physician’s wife became deeply impressed that tant in her happy home, overpowered by the beatific splendors and beau
S.
II. G., of N iles, Michigan, writes that he, with a party
preach equality, brotherhood, and eternal life beyond the grave—the very the vessel was destined to be wrecked, and that if her husband embarked ties of that glorious sphere, she had almost forgotten that there was an world.
of his friends, recently, without having ever witnessed any quintessence of Christianity. He thinks the doctrino of man’s subjection
A fter prayer, the audience dispersed.
in her he would be lost. As this impression grew stronger as the hour of earth on which she had once existed. While thus happy, a great Voice
spiritual manifestations, and while himself and the whole to circumstances the only true basis of charily.
her sailing approached, the gentleman concluded to yield to his wife’s en said to her, “ U p ! up ! yc who have a mission yet to perform on earth.
He concluded by urging a true social reform founded on real spiritual treaties not to embark in her. Ho had been intrusted with some public Go, perform i t !” She felt herself impelled to communicate with some
party were skeptical concerning them, assembled around a
INTELLECTUAL AND PHYSICAL LIFE.
commission which it was the object of the proposed voyage to execute, one, but who she could not divine. Then the Voice said, “ Thou didst
table, placing their hands upon it, and after sitting half an Christianity.
Dr. G ray read some communications given at different times in the and he knew that the duty of immediate embarkation would bo urged by plant tho seeds of error in her heart, and it is thy duty to eradicate them!”
hour were gratified in witnessing decided and powerful move
The dcvelopmenis which have been made within the last few years in
circle of which he is a member.
the officer who was to bring him his papers on the day the vessel was ex She came to tho earth, and communicated with my daughter. “ Now that the experience of many of the greatest and.the best, fully confirm the be
ments of the table in various directions in the room. It was
[Dr. Gray did not furnish a report of his remarks, with the communica pected to sail. On that day, therefore, he contrived to be absent from I have passed to a higher sphere,” she said, “ I feel that when on earth I
lief that the day is breaking when intellectual and moral light will be dif
afterward ascertained that these movements occurred equally tions which were read before the Conference. S. B. Brittan was left to home, and when the officer came with his papers, his wife could give no
inculcated wrong doctrines ; I see the follies of the creed I i n ight; I am fused over the earth more brilliantly than at any former period. The
well when only a certain young girl in the circle touched the report his own speech, and has, after mature deliberation, unanimously account of him. The next morning tho officer again came, and left the free now.”
consummation will doubtless be attained by a careful study of the laws of
papers with his wife, with the information that tho vessel had sailed, and
table. A circlo was formed on a subsequent occasion, when resolved to leave it unreported.—E d .]
“ I, too, am free," said my daughter.
the material universe; and since the spiritual progress which the world
that he would now be compelled to wait for the noxt steamer. Thus, by
“ Thanks,” said the n u n ; “ my mission is performed. I can now re will make will depend, to a certain extent, on its physical condition, there
the hand of a little daughter of our correspondent was moved,
an interior monition kindly given from the higher world, he escaped the turn to my happy home.’”
BORN INTO THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
arc few subjects worthy of a more careful attention than the study o f
and when a pencil was placed in it, and the Spirits were re
disaster which befell that ill-fated ship.
W c deceive ourselves, continued Judge Edmonds, when wc think we Physiology—a complete comprehension of the human constitution—the
quested to write something, various names of departed friends,
Just as we were about sending our paper to press wo re
receive all these communications from a Perfect Intelligence. Our whole laws o f life, health, and disease, and the means to adapt the body to the
and various short sentences were written, one or two of which ceived the following brief note from General Bullard. It an
Opposed by C arnal W eapons.—One evening quite recently, as a party purpose is to secure the cooperation of our fellow-men in investigating
operations of ihc mind, so as to bring both into the coinplctcst harmony
were responses, correctly given, to mental requests. The little nounces— most unexpectedly to us— the fact that J oseph T . of some ten persons, mostly females, were quietly seated around a table these communications. I am not more proof against error than other men. with the principles of life and the laws of the universe.
girl had never written a word before that lime. While her hand B ailey, Esq., late of Philadelphia, our personal friend, and the at the house of a Mrs. Rice, of East Weymouth, Mass., where they had Investigation is the true test.
Very few kooks have yet been written with a proper appreciation of
assembled to enjoy a little converse with their departed friends, they were
One consideration which induces the belief that these revelations are these great principles—principles which are now established beyond the
was being moved in writing, she did not look upon the paper, friend of mankind, has departed this life. Mr. Bailey was a
suddenly startled by a tremendous crash directly under the window of the true is the manner. It comes to the humble and the lowly. Think what
reach of reasonable doubt, but which have formerly been regarded as only
and yet the t’s were dotted and the /’s crossed, and every thing Spiritualist, and one of the noblest specimens of humanity. room wherein they were seated. 1 he concussion was so violent as to
would be its fate if it came through the priesthood, through men of sci strange phenomena. Among them, however, wc instance with great sat
In
the
hurry
of
the
moment
we
can
not
attempt
to
do
justice
was regular and legible. What our correspondent thinks in
break the windows, and the room was instantly filled with a vol&mc of ence, or through men of fashion. Would it not be tainted with sectarian
isfaction a work by Dr. Frcligh, entitled “ Homeopathic Praclicc o f Medi
explicable is, that no manifestation could be received through to his memory, but must wait for a suitable opportunity to pay sulphurous smoke. The ladies were much alarmed, and one of them, par ism, dogmatism, and conventionalism ? It comes, as of yore, with strange cine.” We do not applaud this book because it has excited so much
the little girl after that day ; but this fact, we think, aflbrds our poor, but grateful tribute to his acknowledged worth.— E d. ticularly, was seized with a fainting fit, from whicli she was with difficulty physical manifestations. The object of these manifestations is not to con attention ; nor because it is beautifully printed; nor because it is sold for
revived. Some over-zealous opponents of Spiritualism, for want of a vert, for in times of yore few were converted by miracles. Few are con
B kuna V ista, near Matanzas, March 12, 1854.
a dollar and a half; nor, indeed, because it comes under the guise of
pretty strong presumptive evidence that the child had not the
more powerful argument to put it down, had dragged a cannon to the verted thus now. It is the principles revealed which works the revolution
F
riend B rittan :
*
Homeopathy ; nor, finally, because it is from the pen of a celebrated phy
power to make the manifestations without the assistance of a
Our mutual and much esteemed friend, Joseph I . Bailey, of Philadel window and fired it. We suppose that this may pass for a new specimen _the tenets and the doctrines avowed, independent of the pitiful mani sician ; but we commend it to the earnest attention of our readers, because
foreign agent, and increases the cogency of the proof of Spiritof church thunder. The argument was at least canonical, if not in the festations, which first attracted attention.
phia, departed this life at this place early this morning.
it is evidently written by a man who has gone very deeply into the great
interference in the first instance.
There is scarcely one real evidence of Christianity, said Judge Edmonds, principles which regulate the operations of nature, as wc find them summed
He was taken with a hemorrhage twenty-five days ago, and although by orthodoxical sense of that term. It was emblematical, however, of many
the aid of medicine it was stayed for a while, ypt it continued to break out, other arguments against Spiritualism—very loud, but ending in—smoke! which docs not apply to Spiritualism. I have examined the Scriptures, up in our physical and spiritual organization. The days of drugging, and
and other writings relating to this point, with great care, and there is not dosing, and torturing either the bodies or the souls of men, are going by.
Mr. E. I I a i . k , writing from Madison, Ohio, where he had and the hot weather prevented his regaining strength.
one particular which will not apply to Spiritualism.
It will be a great consolation to his family and numerous friends to
A D r e a m . — Brother Whittemorc, of the Boston Trumpet and Univer
Whatever may be the claims of Homeopathy, or whatever objections may
recently been lecturing, says, that Mrs. F e r r e r , of that place,
If these communications are revelation, it is important to know what it be raised against it, this book is.written from a broad point o f observation»
know that he was surrounded by the best of friends through his whole salist Magazine , has had a dream which is probably not all a dream,
while sitting quietly with her family, not suspecting that there sickness, and had every kindness and attention that they could afford. The
teaches. The revelation through Moses taught the existence of one God; and communicates a vast amount of information, which renders it desirable
though ho sets it down as such. He says : “ Wc had a visit from the
was any derangement of the functions of her system, as sud change took place without scarcely a struggle. He retained his full con Spirit of Father Ballou. Dr. Ballou and myself were together. . . . the revelation of Christ taught the immortality of the soul. But it was for it to be placed in every family. It is an enlightened and valuable
denly seized with an involuntary vibration of her hand against sciousness throughout, and looked into the Spirit-land with the brightest Father Ballou caino suddenly into the room where wc were, as if he had not given to man to know what that immortality was. W e have been told work, and wherever it goes it will diffuse a vast amount of important
that heaven was a mystery, not intended to be revealed to man. But knowledge in regard to the subject of Physiology.
her breast, and was told by a Spirit that there was a partial anticipations, and with entire faith and composure.
ju st returned from a journoy. We were very much surprised to sec him,
I never saw a man meet the change with such perfect philosophy and for we knew he was dead. He smiled and saluted us as he used to in the Spiritualism unbars its gate, and we gain full knowledge of all its glories.
stoppage of the circulation in the pulmonary artery, and that
In the previous revelations there was a want o f incentive to obedience of
true faith.
Yours, most truly,
e . f . bullard.
days of his flesh. ‘ Why, Father Ballou !’ we exclaimed, ‘ how can you be
that motion of her hand against her chest was intended to
God’s commands. The reward promised was an immortality which was
MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
here—you are dead !’ ‘ Oh, children !’ said he, ‘ death is nothing—death
prevent an entire stoppage, and consequent death. These in
At Dubuque, Iowa, on the 8d inst., of apoplexy, H arriet, wife of C
not defined. (The speaker pictured the condition of man consequent upoq, ^.O ur friend Horace W aters, 333 Broadway, is taking the lead among the
is no matter of dread—all, all is bright where I have been.’ His face
voluntary motions of the hand continued without interruption L. Harvey, and daughter of the late Lyman Philleo, of Albany, N. Y., shone with heavenly light ; he continued to smile with great grace ; the the absence of a sufficient incentive.) Is not an incentive now offered to publishers of new music and the venders of musical instruments. His
for three hours, when she became exhausted ; but meanwhile aged twenty years.
spell that came upon us was delightful while it lasted ; but we awoke—it man—an incentive that will lift him from the base depths of infidelity to establishment, wc judge, is rapidly becoming the center of this branch of
which he was driven simply by the want of that incentive ? W c will find business, and this is not at all surprising to his numerous friends and cus
Mrs.
H
arvf
.
y
was
the
daughter-in-law
of
our
worthy
friend,
was night—it was a dream.”
a physician had been brought by direction of the Spirits, to
on examining the Spiritual Philosophy that it is an incentive, and when tomers. The reasons arc simply as follows:
R.
P.
Ambler.
W
e
have
known
her
since
she
was
a
child.
give her quieting medicine, and another medium, a Mrs.
that theory of obedience and love to God' and love to one another shall
1. Mr. Waters has a fine assortment of every thing in his line.
T est Q uestions and A nswers.—At a recent Conference a Mr. CalOrmsby, had been brought to the house by a spiritual impres When we last saw her, which was about two years since, she
have sway, the mysteries and doubts by which religion has been so long
2. He is a very energetic, polite, and gentlemanly man.
thorp
stated
that
he
had
lately
attended
a
circle
at
Mrs.
Goan’s,
in
White
sion that she must go there immediately for a purpose which was unmarried ; the bloom of health was on her cheek, and
overshadowed will be dispelled. Before the light of Spiritualism all mys
3. - He advertises.
Street, in this city, and heard at least as many as a hundred test questions
the
fire
of
hope
kindled
in
her
soft,
blue
eye.
The
fair
form
teries will be seen clear as noonday. When these dark things shall be
she would learn on arriving. The physician, in his diagnosis
Mr. Waters has just published the following-named pieces of new music,
asked by various persons, all of which were correctly answered. One
of the case, did not differ essentially from the Spirits, and the is now pulseless and still, the cheek pale, and the eye has Spirit, when asked by what causes he left the body, gave the triple answer made clear, we will be permitted to preach, pray, and think for ourselves. some of which will attract the attention of our musical friends. W c do
not think that the author of the music set to “ Angel W hispers” has ap
medium who was brought was set to pounding the patient lost its speculation ; but we may rejoice that this is only the that he loft in consequence of an “ explosion,” in consequence o f “ excite We will not ask any man to save us—wc will save ourselves.
Among the revelations which have come to us, one of the most impor prehended and interpreted the spirit of the words, which are by Mr. S. M.
ment,” and in consequence of “ loss of friends.” The pehons present
upon the chest. Between the two, the lady was soon placed fallen shrine from which the divinity lias departed.— E d.
tant is as to what death is. The consequences of former teachings on Peters, and were originally contributed to our colum ns:
generally thought these answers must necessarily involve some error, as
beyond danger. It was the opinion of herself and the parties
this subject need not be dilated upon. Much power has for ages been ex
At Bridgeport, Conn., on Saturday, 18th instant, the Spirit of F rancis they were apparently inconsistent with each o th er; but the person who
1. Angel Whispers. A song for soprano or tenor. Words by S. M. Peters* as
present, that her life was in that manner saved.
ercised over the minds of men, owing to the mystery thrown around death. sung by Mrs. Bosiwick. Price, 25 cents.
P hilips , infant son of Henry P. and Sarah H. Porter, was separated from asked tho questions said they were all correct, as the gentleman whose
At one time wc are told that death is but the ushering in of a long, dream
2. Amazon Schottisch. Composed by A. Cockle. Price, 33 cents.
Spirit it purported to be was aboard o f a steamer at or near New Orleans
its corporeal relations at the early age of 8 months and 15 days.
3. Joanna Polka, -by A. Rhcinharde. Price, 25 cents.
less sleep of ages, until a final awakening for judgm ent; again, that it is
>
•
Twine
yc
the
harp
with
a
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wreath,
^
at
the
time
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an
explosion
of
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boiler,
that
his
father
was
killed
by
C l o s e o f t h e V o l u m e .— The friends of Spiritualism and
4- The Poor Irish Boy. A ballad. Words by Eliza Cook; music composed and
an eternal sleep, from which there is no awakening; again, that it is but
O’er its chords a hush to shed ;
the accident, and that he died by “ excitement,” as was stated.
arranged by John Fraser.
of the T e l e g r a p h will please bear in mind that the current
a transition step to a state of instant happiness; and again, that it is suc
Oh, tenderly sweep it as ye breathe,
5. We Meet Again. Song and chorus sung by Buckley’* Serenaders; written
A strain for the early dead."
—KDvolume will close with the last week in April, and that we
ceeded by a state of purgation where we may wear away our sins. How and composed by J. It. Thomas, as a companion of the popular song, Good-bye.
S piritually A nticipated.—Mr. 0 . D urkee, writing from Marvin Post many a stout heart has been distracted by doubts and fears, and finally Price, 25 cents.
shall commence Vol. III. with the beginning of May. We
On Saturday, March 4th, 1854, Mr. J. F. O strander, of Unionville,
Office, Chatauque Co., N. Y., says that, making, with his wife, one day, said, “ I can not know—I must trust to the future to take care of itself.”
C. Gems from tho Opera of Kas&niello. Arranged by Oscar Comcttant. Price,
shall make some improvements in the ensuing volume; the Westchester Co., N. Y., aged 34 years.
’
a visit to a family living about twelve miles distant from his residence, But now wc leant that death but frees us from the trammels of this earth, 25 cents.
subscription price will remain the same as at present.
For many years Mr. 0 . had labored, more or less, under a pulmonary
7. The Baltimore Clipper Valse. By Juliien. Price, 50 cents.
when they came in sight of the house, they found the whole family look and gives us a world where wc may soar aloft to regions of eternal happi
Since the commencement ot the current volume the interest disease, but within the last twelvemonth his health began to rapidly de ing out for them, having been led to expect them at that moment, by a ness and glory. We perceive the same principle in n ature; the law of
in the subject, to which our paper is chiefly devoted, has ex cline, and continued to do so until tho terminus of his mortal career. spiritual communication which had been given through a medium, a Miss death is but a simple process or step. Man is a creature of progression. Tho Reporter’s Manual. A Complete Exposition of the Reporting Style of Pho
During this latter period lie was fully sustained and comforted by an un
nography ; by Andrew J. Graham. “ Had Phonography been been known forty
Mussy, in the latter family. No intimation had been previously sent to The starting-point, according to many, is death. But no—it is our birth.
tended far and wide, and thousands are now interested who
doubting faith in Spiritualism. This faith continued to cheer and oonsole
years ago, it would have saved me twenty years of bard labor.”—lion. Thomas
one year ago treated the subject with indifterencc. We will, him to his last moments, although he was subjected to bitter persecution the family that their friends were coming on that day. The other facts From that point we progress. From the hour of our birth to the hour of
II. Renton. New York: F o w l e r s & W e l l s . (Price, prepaid by mail, Paper
sent by our correspondent are identical in nature with what have already our death our lives should be spent profitably, in order that the hereafter
62 cents; muslin, 75 cents.]
therefore, thank our friends to furnish us with a list of names and clerical denunciation. He left a wife and five children to mourn his
been frequently published to the world, and our limits compel us to stop may be spent profitably. We should progress in knowledge, purity, and
Aside from this work, no American treatise on the subject of reporting
of persons whom they may presume to be now in a condition untimely exit from the tangible form. The writer being called upon to with this brief reference to the contents of his epistle.
love. (Judge Edmonds apostrophized these attributes, and drew a beauti
is to be had, and judging from the neatness of its execution, the complete
officiate
at
the
funeral
obsequies,
endeavored
to
dispense
the
consolatibns
to look at the subject, and we will send them the first number
ful picture of their influence on man through life and at the final hopr.)
ness of the instruction, the copiousness of the illustrations, there will be
of heavenly and divine truth in a discourse concerning organization, life,
This, then, he said, is the spiritual theory of death. If this (Spiritualism)
of the new volume.
I
nsanity
S
piritually
C
ured
.—A
young
man
named
Alfred
Rhodes,
no necessity for another, for a considerable time to come, at least. Tho
so-called “ death,” tho Spirit-world, and its connection with the present
is the garb in which the devil presents himself, in the name of Heaven, in
about eighteen years of age, of Lynn, Mass., had, owing to a nervous
student will find in it every thing necessary to give him a thorough knowl
state. May heaven’s blessing rest with the bereaved !
w. f .
T h a t P l a g i a r i s m .— Abby Goodwin, of Salem, N. Y.,
affection, been insane from childhood, and had been unable to do the least what garb would God himself appear ?
edge of the reporting style. W e presume that it will find a ready sale
Spiritualism also reveals to us what the great Creator is. His charac
among phonographers.
thing toward procuring a livelihood. Some eighteen months ago the pa
TO PHYSICIANS—SPIRITUALISTS.
writes us in corroboration of the charge of an anonymous
ter as heretofore represented to us, comes from Pagan times. He comes to
rents of the young man were led to consult a Miss Smith, a Spirit-medium
D kmino, H amilton Co., I nd., March 13,1854.
correspondent, a week or two since, that the poem published
us represented as all-powerful—mighty to save, yet claiming vengeance as
and water-cure physician, who resided at High Rock Cottage. Miss Smith
in the T e l e g r a p h , entitled “ T he Summer Midnight,” was .a B rothers P artridge and B rittan :
his own. How many hearts shrink from the imagined anger of Omnipo
W omen vs Men .—Women in all countries are civil, obliging, tender,
Will you please give notice in the columns of the T elegraph that we was impressed with a series of prescriptions, which, together with the more
tence ! But now comes to us the revelation that man has clothed the and hum ane; they are ever inclined to be gay and cheerful, tim orous and
plagiarism on a poem written by the late James Wallis Eastdirect
application
of
Spirit-influence,
and
manipulations
through
Mr.
John
wish a good physician to come to this place—one that is a Spiritualist.
burn. Miss or Mrs. Goodwin has seen the poem under date Such a one can be assured of having an extensive patronage. This is a M. Spear, have resulted apparently in a complete and permanent cure of great Creator with attributes peculiar to man alone, and stripped him of prudent, and they do not hesitate like men to perform a generous aciinn,
his own peculiar attributes. W e discover not a little of God by science. more liable, perhaps than men, but in general more disinterested, more
of July 4th, 1S44, and compared it with the publication in the new village, surrounded with a splendid and fertile country, which is in a the boy, and he is ntyv able to earn his livelihood with ease. Let Spirit
With the assistance of its revelation, the mind can go far beyond the ken virtuous, and performing more good actions than men. In my extensive
thriving condition. Spiritualism has recently found its way in here, and ualism in this instance, with many others, have the credit of accomplish of human eye, and is permitted to know that myriads of worlds ex ist; but wanderings in foreign climes, if hungry, thirsty, wet, cold, or sick, woman
T e l e g r a p h , and found the two identical.
ing that which the ordinary medical practice would probably never have
W e received a brief note from A. F. Cunningham, Esq., is progressing to an alarming extent to the clergy and their followers.
Spiritualism enables us to learn that beings inhabit those worlds, and that has ever been friendly to me, most uniformly so.—Lcdyard.
Fraternally,
»• w. williams
eflected.
DIGEST OF CORRESPONDENCE.

Mr. J. K., of Westerly, R. I., sends us the following para
graph which he clipped from the Inverness Courier, which a
friend in Scotland had sent him. The paragraph occurs in a
letter written to that paper by a London correspondent:

$

AND

WHinmini»

several days since, which we should have inserted this week,

but it has been mislaid and lost. Suffice it that we are alto
gether disposed to acquit Mr. Cunningham and his daughter

£
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S n b m t i i t g f t i i s i n H aiti}.
REPLY T O A FRIEND.
BY VIOLA ODORATA.

You say it is wrong to think it is Spirits
Soothing my heart and calming my fears;
T h at they’re ever engaged in service more holy,
In serving their God through eternity’s years,
You feel it is wrong to think that our dear ones
Still love as of old, still comfort and bless,
While raising the soul and pointing it upward
To the land of reunion, the bright land of rest.
You think, then, it’s wrong to receive good impressions,
If given by souls freed from all earthly dross;
T hat however wise may be the divulging,
’Tis but a sure test that the poor soul is lost.
No, no! ’tis pure love, of Heaven’s bestowing,
That draws the soul downward, to mingle awhile
With the cherished of earth, and light their deep darkness
With fair beams of faith and hope’s cheering smile. It can not be wrong for God to send blessings
On the wings of his angels, the Spirits of lig h t;
It can not be wrong to cheer the desponding
W ith hopes of reunion—“ No. no ! it is right.”

A LETTER FROM MRS. WHITMAN.

AND

moved without visible contact, but has recognized no evidence of intelli
gence My belief that the phenomena are often controlled by intelligence
came gradually.
“ It appears that the minds of persons who do not touch the tables some
times affect the success of- the ex periment.
u Mental questions have been correctly answered in my presence, and
communications given in Latin, French, German, Spanish, and Italian.
Names of deceased persons unknown to me are often communicated to
their surviving friends and relatives, and long-forgotten incidents brought
to mind. A scientific gentleman lately presented me, as a test, a word
written and inclosed in a carefully sealed envelop. W hen the answer
(given through a well-known medium in the presence of an eminent physi
cian of this city) was sent to him with the unopened envelop, he refused
either to confirm or deny its accuracy.”
W hat, then, are we to believe? Where are we to look for the solution
of these mysteries which science persists in ignoring, and at which reli
gion shudders 1
Can tnie science regard as trivial or unimportant these evidences of an
occult force or an unknown intelligence ? Can true faith ascribe them to
the malignity of the demon ? I know not. The llev. l)r. Beecher, of
Boston, does so. T he clergy of France and England are doing so. Pio
Nono himself (according to the Countess Sophia Kisseleff) tells us “ it is
the demon who takes all these forms. It is the sin of pride—the desire of
forbidden knowledge."
For myself, I can not accept such a view. I believe, “ if we would pen
etrate that sacred night that environs truth, we must allow the devil no
power in n atu re; we must look for natural causes in all extraordinary
events, and, when such causes are wanting, recur to God.”
If there is a spiritual world conjoined with the natural—if there are in
visible beings forever associated with us in that mysterious inner life whose
threshold we pass hot without holy awe—I would know of that world and
its inhabitants what God permits. If Spirits have acquired new power
commune with us, through the operations of Nature's all-wise and beau
tiful laws, the selfish and cowardly policy which would make us fancy con
tagion in such a communion seems to me unworthy of a generous and sin
cere nature. W c must trust to the inherent affinities of the soul and to
its acquired discretion, to keep each within the sphere of its true order.
The wise Magians believed that to be false, the cowardly and the pre
sumptuous, the genii of the air, were sometimes perfidious and dangerous
I t may be that the conditions of spiritual intercourse are not changed
Courage, candor, and good faith are still requisite to a successful investi

The following letter to the editor of the Tribune we copy
from that journal. Mrs. Whitman’s communications respect
ing the spiritual phenomena, which have occasionally ap
peared in the secular papers, have all been characterized by
great candor, good sense, and an accurate appreciation of the
nature and claims of the subject. W e know of no lady who
is better fitted by nature, and a healthful mental and moral dis
cipline, to exercise a great and beneficent influence in behalf
of the cause, and we can not but regret that she so seldom gation.
The “ Phantom of the Threshold”—the reptile fear—the creeping terror
offers her thoughts to the press.
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EPIC OF THE STARRY HEAVEN.
This remarkable Poem, extending to 4,000 lines, is ju st published at this
Office. The whole was spoken by T homas L . H arris in twenty-six
hours and sixteen minutes —the speaker being entranced by Spirits—in
presence of many reliable witnesses. The entire history of literature does
not present a greater marvel. Of its intrinsic merits, C. D. Stuart, himself
a true poet, thus speaks :
There is much of the spirit of Shelley’s pure, ethereal fancy and ever-changing li
quidity of expression in the “ Epic o f the Starry Heaven.” As a mere literary work,
judged by the most artistic and critical rules, the poem will bear a fiery ordeal. No
poem more fertile in thought, and rich in strong aud graceful imagery, or better sus
tained in its lofty flight from a lofty beginning, has been uttered ia our day. It is
luxuriant with pearls and gold-sands, with here and there a headland o f granite, on
which tiio song-spirit seems to sit, exultant in his inspiration, pouring forth a laud of
truth, beauty, and goodnets, and an adjuration of falsehood and evil, as from an in
exhaustible fountain of melody.

The price of the Epic, plain bound in muslin, is 75 cents ; full gilt,
muslin $ 1 ; morocco $1 25. Postage 12 cents, j
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BOOKS

The Shekmah, Vol. I.
By S. B. Brittan, Editor, and other writers, Is devoted chiefly to an Inquiry into the
Spiritual Nature and Relations o f Man . It treats especially of the Philosophy
of Vital, Mental, and Spiritual Phenomena, and contains interesting Facta and
profound Expositions o f tho Psychical Conditions and Manifestations now attract
ing attention in Europe and America. This volume contains, in part, the Editor's
Philosophy of the Soul; the IntcrcstingVisions of Hon. J. W. Edmonds ; Lives
and Portraits o f Seers and Eminent Spiritualista; Facsimiles of Mystical Writ
ings, In Foreign and Dead Languages, through E. P. Fowler, etc. Published by
Partridge and Brittan. Bound in muslin, price $2 50; elegantly bound in mnroc
co, lettered and gilt In a style suitable for n gift book, price S3 00; postage 34
cents.

Shekinah, Vols.

n. acdllL

Edited by S. B. Brit m . Plain bound in muslin, $1 75 each; extra bound in
morocco, handsomely gilt, $2 25 each; postage 24 cents each.

Nature’s Divine Revelations, etc.

The Great Harmonia, Vol,

Published by Partridge <St Brittan.

Price § 1 ; postage 23 cents.

Wherein the conclusions o f the latter are carefully examined and tested by a
comparison with his premises, with reason, and wjth the facts. Price 25 cent*
paper bound, and 38 cents in muslin; postage 3 and 6 cents.

Embraces all the principal works devoted to S piritualism , whether pub Brittan and Richmond’s Discussion,
lished by ourselves or others, and will comprehend all works of value that
400 pages octavo. This work contains twenty-four letters from each of the par
ties above named, embodying a great number o f facts and arguments, yr* and
may be issued hereafter. The reader’s attention is particularly invited
con, designed to illustrate the Spiritual phenomena of all ages, but especially the
to those named below, all of which may be found at the Office of T he S h e modern Manifestations. To insure a wide circulation, the work is offered at the
kinah and S piritual T eleg raph .
The reader will perceive that the
low price of $1. Postage, 28 cents. Published by Partridge and Brittan
price of each book in the list, and the amount of postage, if forwarded by Spirit-Intercourse';
mail, are annexed.
Containing incidents o f Personal Experience while investigating the new phe

By A. J. Davis, the Clairvoyant. Price, $2 00.; postage, 43 cents.
This is the last and one of the most popular works of A ndrew J ackson
D avis . W e can not give a better idea of the book in a small space titan The Great Harmonia, Vol. I.
The Physician. By A. J. Davis. Price, S i 25; postage, 20 cents.
by copying the following table o f C ontents :

1. A Survey of Human Needs,
2. * Definition of Philosophy and Spiritualism,
3. The External Argument,
4. The Spiritual Congress,
5. Vision at High-Rock Cottago,
6. The Delegations and Exordia,
7. The Table of Explanation,
8. The Classification of Media,
9. The Classification of Causes,
10. Summary Explanations,
11. Revelations from Pandemonium,
12. Assertion versus Facts,
13. A Voice to the Insane,
14. Benefits of Experience,
15. Phenomena of the Spiritual Spheres.

Britton’s Review of Beecher’s Report,

The Teacher.

n.,1

By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.

The Great Harmonia, Vol. HI.,
The Seer. By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.

The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.
By A. J. Davis.

Price, 50 cents; postage, 9 cents.

The Philosophy of Special Providences.
A Vision. By A. J. Davis.

Price, 15 cents; postage, 3 cents.

The Celestial Telegraph.
Or, secrets of the Life to Come, revealed through MagneUsm; wherein the Exist
ence, the Form, and tho Occupation of the Soul afterits Separation from the Body
are proved by many year’s Experiments, by the means ol eight ecstatic Somnambu
lists, who had Eighty perceptions of Thirty-six Deceased Persons of various Con
ditions ; a Description of them, their Conversation, etc., with proofs of their E x
istence in the Spiritual World. By L. A. Cahanet. Published by Partridge St
Brittan. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.

Familiar Spirits.
And Spiritual Manifestations ; being a Series ol Articles by Dr. Enoch Pond, Pro
feasor in the Bangor Theological Seminary. With a Reply, by A. Bingham, Esq
of Boston. Price 25 cents ; postage 3 cents.

Night Side of Nature.

nomena o f Spirit-thought and action; with various Spirit communications through
himself as medium.
By Herman Snow, late Unitarian minister at Montague,
Massachusetts. Price, 60 cents; postage, 10 cents.

Spiritualism;
By Judge Edmonds and Dr. G. T. Dexter, with an Appendix by Hon. N P Talmadge, and others. Price $1 25 cents. Postage, 30 cents.

A Compendium of the Theological and Spiritual Writings of Emannel
Swedenborg;
Being a Systematic and Orderly Epitome of all his Religious Works ; selected
from more than 1hirty Volumes, and embracing all his Fundamental Principles,
with Copious Illustrations and Teachings. With an appropriate Introduction.
Prefaced by a full Life of the Author; with a brief View or alt his Works on
Science, Philosophy, and Theology. Partridge nnd Brittan, General Agents
Price $2. Postage 45 cents.

Proceedings of the Hartford Bible Convention.
Reported phonographically by Andrew J. Graham. Published for tho Committee
333 pages, 12 mo. Price, 75 cents; postage, 17 cents.

The Conflict of Ages;
Or the Groat Debate on theMoral Relations of God and Man; by Edward Beecher
D.D. Price, 81 25; postage, 23 cents.

A Treaties on the Peculiarities of the Bible.
Being an Exposition of the Principles involved in some o f the most remarkable
Facta and Phenomena recorded in Revelation; by Rev. E. D. Rendell. Pric<% 75
cents; postage, 17 cents.

Emanuel Swedenborg,
As a man of Science, Civilian, Seer, and Theologian. Price 30 cents; postage
8 cents.

Angelic Wisdom;
Conceiving Divine Love and W isdom ; by Emanuel Swedenborg. Price 12j
cents; postage 4 cents.

Posthumous Philosophical Tracts;
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price 12J cents; postage 3 cents.

Philosophy of the Infinite.
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price 2 5cents; postage 4 cents.

Heat and Light:
Designed to show the Marriage of all Good and Truth, Vol. 1 and 0.
cents; postage2 cents.

Price 1?J

Religion of Manhood: or, the Age of Thought
By Dr. J. H. Robinson. Price 75 cents; postage 12 cents.

The Old Brewery and the New Mission House, at the Five Points.

By Ladies o f the Mission. Price 75 cents; postage 14 cents.
of Bulwer’s first romance, still guards the approach to all new realms of
Ghosts and Ghost Seers. By Catharine Crowe. Price, 81 25; postage 20 cents
N. Y. T ribu n e :
The Telegraph Papers.
The Macrocosm and Microcosm;
thought, still lies in wait for all who step beyond the prescriptive paths
MAMMOTH CATALOGUE.
Vol. I.; edited by S. B. Brittan. This volume o f miscellanies comprises all the
Or, the Universe Without and the Universe Within. By William Flshbough. This
S ir —In a recent conversation with you on the spiritual phenomena, you of knowledge. But over the faithful and sincere its power is limited
important articles published in the S p i r i t u a l T e l e g r a p h for the three months
volume comprehends only the first part, or the Universe Without. Paper, bound
Stearns & Co.’s Mammoth Catalogue, containing a list of more than
acknowledged that, apart from the spiritual theory, we have as yet no ade
I f the air is rife with demons, I would know it. If, as others tell us, the
ending August 1st, 1853—over 400 pages, 12 mo. Price, 75 cents.
price, 50 cents ; muslin, 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
quate solution of the mystery. You have seen objects moved without vis magic mirror of which we have gained possession but reflects the moral 2,000 BooAs and Prints, will be sent by mail, gratis, to all who may
Philosophy of Creation.
Arrest, Trial, and Acquittal of Abby Warner,
ible contact, and seem ready to admit the evidence of some unknown in aspect of him who looks within its shadowy depths, I would learn such order it. Address, Steams &. Co., Publishers, 17 Ann Street, New York
Unfolding the laws of the Progressive Development o f Nature. By Thoma
For Spirit-Rapping. By Dr. A. Underhill. Price, 12 cents ; postage, 2 cent*.
N. B.—S. & Co. continue, as heretofore, to mail books of all kinds, no
telligence.
Paine, through Horace G. Wood, medium. Price 33cents; postage 6 cents.
lessons as may be conveyed in its exhibitions of frivolity, insanity, or de
Physico-Phyaiological Researches
In tho Dynamics of Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystallization, and
A writer in the December number of Putnam's Magazine , in a notice moniac fear. But if, at this strange era of the world, the spiritual ener matter by whom published, to all parts of the United States and Canadas,
PARTRIDGE a BRITTAN, Publishers,
Chemism, in their relatione to Vital Force. By Baron Charles Von Rcichenbach
of Judge Edmonds’ work, takes substantially the same ground ; earnestly gies inherent in the race are being aroused after a long slumber into a re free of postage, on receipt of the book-store or retail price.
No. 300 Broadway, New York«
Complete from the German second edition; with the addition of a Preface and
commending the whole matter to a careful scientific analysis. Faraday’s newed and hitherto unprecedented energy to welcome the great cloud of
Critical Notes, by John Ashburner, M .D .; third American Edition. Published
JUDGE EDMONDS AND DR. DEXTER’S REMARKABLE WORK
account of the “ table turning” he regards as simply ludicrous in its su witnesses that announce a better day for humanity, I would wait paliently
by Partridge St Brittan at the reduced price of 81 001 postage, 20 cents,
PHONOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION.
perficiality.
whilo the mists of the valley are dispersing, for the full radiance of that
A thorough cour so of instruction in Phonography will be given by letter, through Spiritual Experience of Mrs. Lorin L, Platt,
“ W hat are we to believe ?” is the opening sentence of an elaborate glorious light.
Medium. Price, 20 cen ts; postage, 3 cents.
Respectfully, your friend,
the mail, by the undersigned, for $3 00, including instruction hook and postage on
was issued on the 15th of October, and has already passed to the
article in the October number of the London Quarterly, in which the
instruction letters. Eight or ten instruction letters, together with the book, will be Spirit-Manifestations:
SARAH H E L E N W H I T M A N .
Being an Exposition of Facts, Principles, etc. By Rev, Adin Ballou. Price, 75
author says : “ Go where we will, we hear of intimations which our friends
EIGHTH EDITION.
sufficient to enable a person to use Phonography for all purposes for which longhand
P rovidence, R I., Jan. 30, 1804.
cents; postage, 11 cents,
is used. This is by far the very best method of receiving instruction in this delightful
have received from departed souls, or of the agility of some sprightly table
Spiritual Instructor:
and useful art. Terms, in advance.
CONTENTS OF T H IS WORK.
under the hands o f dignitaries o f the Church, Privy-Councilors, and Cab
Containing Facts and the Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse. Price, 33 cents
For further particulars, or for instruction letters, address, post-paid, T. J. E l l i n
T he F irst P art consists of a comprehensivo and forcible analysis o
inet Ministers, to say nothing of the miscellaneous multitudes before whom
ILLUSIONS OF THE BRAIN.
postage,
6
cents.
w o o d , care of Fowlers & Wells, 131 Nassau Street, New York.
the Spiritual experience of Judge Edmonds and Dr. Dexter, through whose
this farce is nightly enacted.” W hat, then, arc we to believe ? The
The Spiritual Teacher.
Dr Gooch relates the case of a lady who, in consequence of an alarm
By Spirits of the Sixth Circle. R. P. Ambler, Medium. Price, 50 cents ; postage' mediumship this book has been given to the public.
author gravely assures us that “ nothing can be simpler than the exposi of fire, believed that she was the Virgin Mary, and that her head was con
7 cents.
L A D IE S’ IN ST IT U T E
T he S econd P art is a faithful record o f numerous interviews with
tion o f the mystery." W hen the brain acts without the concurrence of stantly encircled by a brilliant halo. Dr. Uwins gives an account of an in
Light from The Spirit-World.
the will, it acts anatomically—as a machine. When the attention is for a tellectual young gentleman who, from some morbid association with the
OF THE
Being written by the control of Spirits. Rev. Charles Hammond, Medium. Price, Spirits claiming to be E manuel S wedenborg and L ord B acon, wherein
long time concentrated on one object, the mind becomes vacant—dormant idea of an elephant, was struck by a horrific spasm whenever the word was
they give philosophical disquisitions in reply to numerous questions re
PENNSYLVANIA MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF PHILADELPHIA«
75 cents ; postage, 10 cents.
specting the life of Spirits.
—" a u to m a tic a c c e ss ib le to any suggestion however preposterous, from named, or even written before him ; and to such a pitch was this infatua
The Spring Session commences on the 1st Monday in March. The The Pilgrimage of Thomas Paine,
Written by the Spirit of Thomas Paine, through C. Hammond, Medium. Pub
without, or to any dominant idea which may chance to get possession from tion carried, that elephant paper, if he were sensible it were such, produ order of instruction in this University embraces a cycle of twenty-four
P art T hird is a copious Appendix, embracing the experience and ob
lished by Partridge and Briltan. Paper, price, 50 cents muslin, 75 cents ; post
within. These suggestions or ideas it obeys as unconsciously as a loco ced the same effect. A similar case is told of a gentleman, who, on nar branches, taught by twelve Professors, in four distinct courses, comprised
servation of Hon. N. P. T allmadoe, late United States Senator and Gov
age, 12 cents.
motive obeys its conductor. A hat is placed on the table, and the fingers rowly escaping from the earthquake at Lisbon, fell into a state of delirium in two years’ study. Two Sessions, each of four months’ duration, will be
ernor of Wisconsin, together with the similar experience of several other
Elements of Spiritual Philosophy.
of the reverend and honorable investigators are placed upon the hat. whenever the word earthquake was pronounced in his hearing. The Rev, held in each year.
persons, Correspondence, etc.
R. P. Ambler, Medium. Price, 25 cents ; postage, 4 cents.
Presently (in consequence of the intense concentration of attention usual John Mason, of Water Stratford, evinced in every thing sound judgment,
The work is embellished with a beautiful f r o n t Jepiooo, d r a w n b y a
Stilling’s Pneumatology,
The entire expenses of the Session will not exceed $100.
B e i n g a Kopiy t o t h o Q u e s t i o n , W T i a t O u g h t and O u g h t Not t o Do Bettered or Die
on these occasions), the minds of all these reverend and honorable gentle except that ho believed ho was Elias, and foretold the advent of Christ
S pirit , engraved on steel, illustrative of the departure of a Spirit from the
For particulars and announcem ents, address,
believed concerning Presentiments, Visions, and Apparitions according to Nature,
men become “ vacant”—“ dormant—automatic." A dominant idea takes who was to commence the millennium at Stratford. A lady, twenty-three
earth-sphere; also, six pages o f facsim iles of Spirit-writing, and other
Jos. S. L ongshore, M.D., Dean,
Reason, and Scripture. Translated from the German; edited by Prof. George
possession o f th em ; at one and the same moment they begin to push the years of age, afflicted with hysterical madness, used to remain constantly
engraved illustrations. The work is a splendid octavo o f over 600 pages,
Bush. Published by Partridge St Brittan. Price, 75 cent»; postage, 16 cents.
Box 1083, Philadelphia Post-office.
h a t; the hat pushes the table; the table revolves with increasing celerity at the windows of her apartment during the summer. When she saw
handsomely printed on fine paper, and bound, for $1 25. Postage, 80 c.
Voices from the Spirit-World.
(always in the direction of the sun), and behold all these reverend and beautiful cloud in the sky, she screamed out, “ Garverin, Garverin, come
Isaac Post, Medium. Price, 50 cents; postage, 10 cents,
_______ ___________ P artridge & B rittan .
Mr. J. B. C o n k l in , medium for Rapping and Tipping, No. 31 Howard Dr. Esdaile's Natural and Mesmeric Clairvoyance.
honorable investigators in the full tide of successful experim ent! Here and take me !" and repeated the same invitation until the cloud disappeared
With the Practical Application of Mesmerism in Surgery nnd Medicine. CEnglish
COPYING W ANTED, by a young man in our office, who writes rap
is a very simple and comprehensive theory. There is no need of resorting She mistook the clouds for balloons sent up by Garverin. The Rev. Simon Street. Office hours 10 to 12 morning, and 3 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. m.
edition.) Price, 81 25; postage, 10 cents.
idly a plain, bold, and handsome hand ; prices may be arranged by folio
to odyle, electricity, biology, mesmerism, or unconscious rapport; no Brown died with the conviction that his rutional soul was annihilated by
Also, Mesmerism in India.
or otherwise. Apply, 300 Broadway, second floor,
further need of Prof. Faraday’s complex machinery. We have only to a special fiat of the Divine w ill; and a patient in the Friends' “ Retreat,
Mrs. A nn L eah B rown (formerly Mrs. Fish, of the Fox Family),
By the same Author. Price, 75 cents; postage, 13 cents.
W. E . VALENTINE.
suppose a set of human androides revolving under the influence of a dom at York, thought he had no soul, heart, or lungs. There was a tradesman Rapping Medium, No. 78 West Twenty-sixth Street, between Sixth and Fascination:
Or, the Philosophy of Charming. By John B. Newman, M.D. Price 40 cents
inant idea. Given the hat, the table, the vacant brains and the dominant who thought he was a seven-shilling piece, and advertised himself thus
tf.
Seventh avenues. Hours for visitors 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p . m.
MISS ANNETTE BISHOP,
postage, 10 cents.
idea, and you have a complete solution of the problem. The revolving “ If my wife presents me for payment, don’t change me.”
M l N I A T U R E '
P A I N T E R,
8hadow-Land;
tables are the inevitable result.
Bishop Warburton tells us of a man who thought himself a “ goose p io;
Or, the Seer. By Mrs. E. Oakes Smith. Price, 25 cents; postage 5 cents,
No. 93 W est S ixteenth S treet.
M rs. W. B. C oan, who has attracted much attention as an interesting
This is “ what we are to believe” on the authority of the London Quar and Dr. Ferriday, of Manchester, had a patient who thought he had “ swal
Messages from the Superior State.
J S d ' Specimens of Miss B ishop’s pictures may be seen by applying to
•erly, although the writer assures us, with infinite naivete, that in inves lowed the devil.” In Paris there lived a man who thought he had, with writing and rapping medium, occupies rooms at No. GO W hite Street,
Communicated by John Murray, througli J. M. Spear Price, 50 cents ; postage
the Editor of the T elegraph , 300 Broadway, or at Miss B.’s rooms.
tf.
tigating the phenomena, he has found it necessary to treat with complete others, been guillotined, and when Napoleon was emperor their heads were near Broadway, where she may be seen during the day and evening.
8 cents.
disregard the testimony of all who have given themselves up to the table all restored, but in the scramble he got the wrong o n e ! Marcus Donatus Hours from 10 to 12, a. m., and from 3 to 5 and 7j to 9.1, p. m., every day in Seeress of Frovorst.
A Book of Facta and Itoveiations concerning the Inner Life of Man and a W oild
DR. G. T . D E X T E R ,
turning idea, and concludes by cautioning the public against its quick con tells us of one Yiccntinus, who believed himself too large to pass one of the week. Admission, 50 cents.
of Spirits. By Justinus Kcmer. New Edition; published by Partridge & Brit
89 E A S T T H I R T Y - F I R S T S T R E E T ,
tagion. It is not with such solutions or such advice that the minds of in his doorways. To dispel this illusion, it was resolved by his physician
tan. Price, 38 cents; postage, 6 cents.
Between Lexington and Third Avenues,
telligent and competent witnesses are to be satisfied on this most curious that he should be dragged through the aperture by force. This erroneous
Philosophy of Mysterious Agents.
N E W YORK.
Human and Mundane; or, H ie Dynamic Laws and Relations of Man. By E. C
and momentous question. Yet the theory of the London reviewer in re dictate was obeyed; but as he was forced along, Yicentinus screamed out W A f r a S ’ iPJAM ® A M ® JO T S !® ! ® ® m
Rogers. Bound; price, $1 0 0 ¡ postage,24 ceut».
333 BROADWAY, N E W YORK.
lation to the influence o f “ suggestion” is so well stated, and accounts so in agony that his limbs were fractured, and the flesh torn from his bones
WINCHESTER BRITTON,
satisfactorily for certain mental phenomena exhibited during the extreme In this dreadful delusion, with terrific imprecations against his murderers
The best and most beautiful Pianos and Musical Instruments in the The Scienoe of the Sonl.
By Haddock. Price, 25 cents ; postage, 5 cents.
A TTO R N EY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
concentration of mind, that it is often cited of late by persons ignorant of he died.
world, and the most complete collection of Music in the United States. Sorcery and Magic.
37 W A L L S T R E E T ( J A U N C E Y C O U R T ) .
the actual condition under which the table movements occur, as an intel
T. Gilbert & Co.’s magnificent Pianos are most beautifully finished—
By Wright. Price, $1 25; postage, 19 cents.
Special attention given to collecting, and to commercial and marine law.
ligible solution of the whole matter. The statement of a few facts may
Chloroform.—The first experiment upon the local application of chlo their superiority of lone and solidity of construction have earned them a The Clairvoyant Family Physician.
By Mr*. Tuttle. Paper, price 75 cents; muslin, $1 00; postage, 10 cents.
serve to show how inapplicable this ingenious theory is to many phases of rofonn has been made with entire success at the Clinic Hospital, Paris world-wide reputation. Being constructed with Iron Frames, they resist
S U R G E O N AND ME C H A N I C A L D E N T I S T .
the phenomena it professes to explain.
Mr. Paul Dubois induced a young girl, an attendant at the hospital, to all changes o f climate . . They are not only tho best Pianos in the world, Answers to Seventeen Objections
Against Spiritual Intercourse. By John S. Adams. Published by Partridge St
W hile engaged in tabular experiments with a friend, who has recently allow her wrist, upon which was a very virulent abscess, to be fumigated but, in consequence of the manufacturers’ immense business, they are
DR.
JAMES
ROSS respectfully informs his friends and the public that
Brittan. Paper, price 25 cents ; muslin, 33 cents; postage, 7 cents.
discovered that he has power of moving tables, without conscious effort, with the vapor of chloroform. The abscess immediately became insensible enabled to sell Pianos cheaper than any other establishment in the The Approaching Crisis:
he will hereafter devote his time to the several branches of his art at No.
Being a Review of Dr. Bushnell’s recent Lectures on Supernaturalism. ByA. J 23 Smith Street, Newark, N. J., where those requiring such professional
and who has believed that the movements are induced by som« involuntary and remained so for three hours. The patient, who before could not move United States. They have for nine years added, with great success,
Davis. Published by Partridge St Brittan. Price, 50 cpnta ; postage, 13 cents.
action of the muscles, I proposed that we should test this theory by re her arm, nor allow the least contact with the sore, recovered the entire use their celebrated Patent rEolian Attachment, which all artistes acknowledge
services are cordially invited to. call and examine specimens of his mechan
questing a third person, who had just entered the room (who had no known of her hand. On a second trial, when the abscess had come to a head, M. to be the greatest of all modern inventions. It is entirely independent Spirit-Minstrel.
ical and artistic skill, especially Lis O ne- block S ets of T eeth , which are
A collection o f Ninety familiar Tunes and Hymns, appropriate to Meetings for
power of eliciting or aiding the manifestations, and who had not once Dubois plunged his instrument into it, and the patient felt no pain what of the Piano, and one may be out of tune without injuring the other.
believed to be superior to any now in use, either in America or Europe.
Spiritual Intercourse. Paper, 25 cents ; muslin, 33 cents; postage, 6 cents.
approached the table at which my friend was standing), to mentally indi ever. The wound is now healing, and a certain degree of insensibility
Dr. R. will be happy to refer persons who may apply to him to those who,
Spirit-Voices—Odes.
GILBERT’S BOUDOIR PIANOS.
Dictated by Spirits, for tho use of Circle*. By E. C. Houck, Medium. Price after numerous unsuccessful experiments with other dentists, have found
cate a series o f movements to be accomplished by it. His directions (in consequent upon the fumigation, still exists in the part.
These Pianos, adapted for small rooms, are acknowledged to be superior
muslin, 38 cents. postage, 6 cents.
volving often the most complex and eccentric evolutions) were fulfilled to
his one-block set to answer all the purposes o f the natural teeth, while
to Collard & Collard’s Boudoirs (of London).
Philosophy of the Spirit-World.
the letter. One case occurred of peculiar interest: The table was required,
the imitation of nature is confessedly so perfect as to challenge the cloaest
M e d i c a l P r o p h e c y . —Thomas Devin Reilly, one of the editors of the
H a l l k t S i C u m s t o n ’s P ia n o s .—This is the original Hallet whose instruments
Rev. Charles Hammond, Medium. Published by Partridge St Brittan. Price
through a concealed written direction, to make a circuit around a large Irishman, and The Felon, Irish papers that figured in 1848, and subse have gained such a world-wide reputation, and not the one of the firm o f Hallet St
examination.
63 cents; postage 12 cents.
arm-chair standing in a remote part of the room. An obstacle, invisible quently a writer for the Democratic Revieio, of this city, died at W ash Davis, as lias been represented by those interested. Mr. \V. being sole agent for the
Dr. Ross will still continue to manufacture his I ncorruptible T eeth
above makers, he can otter them at prices w h o l e s a l e or r e t a i l lower than any Beecher’s Report on the Spiritual .Manifestations
to the person who had civkn this direction, prevented it from taking ington on Monday, the 7th inst., of apoplexy. We see it stated that Mr,
To the Congregational Association of New York and Brooklyn. Price, paper, 25 for a limited number of skillful operative (dentists. Only such need apply.
other house in New York, or any other city in the United States.
tf
the precise course indicated. The obstacle was most ingeniously avoided Reilly had an attack of apoplexy when at the age of fifteen, and was re
cents; muslin, 38 cent*; postage, 3 and 6 cents.
H o r a c e W a t e r s ’ P ia n o s , manufactured expressly for him, aud the only New York
and the object accomplished by another and more circuitous route. It is lieved by a celebrated surgeon of Dublin, who said ho would have another Piano he has felt willing to give the guaranteeof his name, possessing a power of tone The Present Age and the Inner Life,
MARSH’S SPIRITUAL BOOKSTORE IN BOSTON.
Being a sequel to Spiritual Intercourse. By A. J. Davis. This is on elegant hook
needless to say that my friend relinquished his theory of involuntary mus at the age of thirty, which would either destroy his life or shatter his con equal to Erard’s grand Piano, and an harmonious continuance of sound nearly equal
BELA MARSH, 25 Oornhill, Boston. In addition to his own valuable
of near 300 pages octavo, illustrated; just published by Partridge St Brittan,
cular pressure.
stitution. This prediction had been recollected, and made such an impres to the organ. Pianos of other makers, in a word, an assortment of instruments which
Price, 81 00; postage, 23 cents.
publications, and all others on Spiritualism, keeps constantly for sale all
From « correspondent in New York—a writer of acknowledged ability sion upon his mind that for the last tun days, as the age of thirty approach affords an opportunity for selections not to be had anywhere else in the Union
Reply to a Discourse
the Publications of Partridge Brittan, New York, and is their general
Second-hand Pianos at great bargains. New Pianos to rent.
and high intellectual endowments—I have received the following curious ed, he had repeated it to his wife.
Of Rev. S. W. Lind, D.D., President Western Baptist Theological Institute, CovAgent. All of these works are supplied to the trade in any quantity at
ME LO D E O N S .
tngton, Kentucky, by P. E. Bland, A. M„ St. Louis. Price, 15 cents; postage,
particulars, which can not readily find their solution in the very simple
publishers’ prices. Orders are respectfully solicited.
tf.
This department comprises the sole agency of the most improved makers and latest
exposition of the Quarterly:
2
cents.
D aouerreotypino Microscopic Objects.—A Mr. Starr, of this city, styles in the country. G o o d m a n St B a l d w i n ' s Patent Organ Melodeons, with t w o
\A bile on a visit to Palmyra just after Prof. Faraday’s letter had ap after experimenting for years with the microscope, has at length succeeded b u n k s o f k e y s , coupler, stops, swell, draw, etc., the only thing of the kind in the The Harmonial Man;
MEETINGS OF SPIRITUALISTS IN PHILADELPHIA.
Or, ThoughU for tho Age.. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 30 cents;
peared, proposed to tw o or three of the family, who had seen nothing of in obtaining daguerreotypes of microscopic objects. He has secured per country. A sweet and powerful instrument, pronounced by organists superior for
Public Meetings are held by the Harmonial Association every Sabbath ;
postage, 6 cents.
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the phenomena, to sit with roc around a table, and ascertain, if possible, fect images of animalcules magnified several thousand times. The first
The Ministry of Angels Realized.
at Franklin Hall, 6th Street, below Arch, west side. Lectures at half.
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875 00.
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how much of the motion was due to involuntary pressure. In about an taken was of a flea, which on paper is about four inches in length, and
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we placed our hands on it till it began to revolve, and again removed them quarter of an inch in diameter. The process is almost instantaneous; the
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Biography of Mrs. 8emantha Mettler,
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powerful light of the microscope fixing the image at once.
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Partridge and Brittan. Price 83.
HARMONY HALL READING ROOM. .
hands over the carpet without contact; the table not having been previous
We hope the Judge will visit this place before his return East, for we be
Messrs. (1. A B.’s, and Smith’s are Hie only Melodeons tuned in the equal tempera
A Chart,
ly touched at all. Sinoe then, by holding my hands above a small table
The undersigned, haring ju st opened a Reading Room for the especial
lieve that many who have, without investigation, passed a verdict o f “ hum ment,
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benefit of tKose interested in the Spirit-movement, cordially inrites all '
bug and delusion” upon the subject, would see their error if informed
Race. Bound, or on rollers. By A. J. Davis. Partridge and Brittan, Publisher*.
complished without contact. I can by no means obtain these results at
Large discount to the trade.
friends and inquirers after the truth—especially those from a distance—to
Price $1 75.
what the real doctrines of Spiritualism are .—M ineral Point Tt'ibutie .
call at Harmony Hall, 103 Court Street (near the head ofHanover Street)
Discourse« from the Spirit-World,
will.
MUSIC.
“ I have been compelled to recognize the existence of a wonderful oc
Dictated by Stephen Olin, through Rev. R. P. Wilson, writing medium. To do and avail themselves of the opportunity thus offered them.
'
This list comprises the products of the great masters, both ancient and
N ew L ocomotion.—An Avignon (France) paper chronicles the arrival
good is the golden rule of the universe. New York: Partridge and Brittan. This
cult power in nature, which ought to be investigated, and have earnestly- there of a vehicle driven by compressed air, which had come front Mar modern, and is receiving constant additions by an extensive publication of
- HERMAN SNOW.
is an interesting volume o f some 200 pages, just published. Price 63 cents. Post
B o s t o n , Sept. 25, 1853.
sought to induce scientific persons of high reputation to give their atten- seilles, a distance of 50 miles, in four hours. The carriage was divided the choice and popular pieces of the day. All wishing to purchase any
age, 10 cents.
»¡on to the subject. I wrote to Prof. Hare, as he had written a letter on like a house, into various compartments for different uses, and conveyed, music published in the United States,.or make arrangements for continued
Spirit-works Beal but not Miraculous.
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the subject, giving him the names of witnesses, but he has done nothing. upon this its first trip, one hundred persons. French high roads permit supplies of his new issues, will find it greatly to their advantage to call or
A Lecture, read at the City Halli in Roxbury, Ms**., by Allan Putnam. Price201 W I L L I A M S T R E E T .
Prof. Renwick has seen and is convinced that material objects may be easily a speed of 12 miles an hour.
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postage,3
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